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Phone numbers,
dialing system
change May 16

Begley
extension
sought
The Student Senate approved •
i—osulion Tuesday aasdng far an extension of weekday hours in the
Begley Bulding weight room.
The resolution, authored by Tim
Cowhig. specifically asks the
Department of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation and the
intramural sports service to make
every effort to provide additional
hours for students in the lste afternoon, Monday through Thursday
Currently, the weight room is
open for student use from 6 p.m. to
9 p.m. Monday through Thursday.
Classes and teams use the weight
room during weekdays.
According to a non-scientific random survey conducted by Cowhig,
student demand for access to the
weight room is increasing and the
room is consistently overcrowded.
The resolution states that the increased need for supervision would
be eight hours par week or two
hours per night.
In other action, the senate voted
down a oil to amend the special
rules of order and rteaignsts the
group's meeting time as 8:45 p.m
Tuesday.
According to Sen. Nancy Oee
warn, chair of the public relations
committee, there were "several problems" with sMeteng! at that time.
"Other groups meet at that time,
commuter students have to wait
around, some of our maw lugs could
last until 11 p.m. and several
students have work conflicts," said
Oeswein
The meeting time is presently left
up to trie discretion of the president
of the Student Association.
At his last senate masting as
president of the Student Association, Carl Kmner eaid,'The eenate
this semester has been one of, if not
the most, successful senates ever.
The group deserves a lot of credit
for the things that have been
changed and the things that will be
changed."
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Wind .Wept

Pnotohy SK.ee Worcrnsn

Tiffany HarneUn. 3. left, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Don Hamelin. 306 Brockton, and her brother. Joshua, join
Angie McFadden. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John McFadden. Brockton, in a little playtime fun.

By Tim Thornsberry
News editor
By May 16 over 4,000 campus
telephone numbers will change as a
result of the implementation of a
new phone system.
The change comes after a
, 24-month study to update the present mechanical Centrex system to
the more technologically advanced
Dimension system.
The biggest changes that will occur include: the changing of some
4,035 existing telephone numbers;
the elimination of the STAN (Student Telephone Assistance Number)
system; and the switch from the
rotary-type telephone instrument to
the touch-tone telephone, which will
include various new features.
According to James Keith, director of communications service,
unlike the mechanical Centrex switching system, which occupies a 70
feet by 35 feet area, the Dimension
switching system is totally computerized and occupies less than
half the space.
Keith said that the 20-year-old
Centrex system is costh/ to operate,
because of the limited access to
parts and the amount of
maintenance required to keep the
system in order. Keith added that
- the new system will save the university $639,000 in maintenance and
parts costs over a 48-month period.
One of the changes that will occur
after May 15 will be the changing
some of the telephone numbers on
campus. Keith said, of the approximately 5,000 faculty and staff
telephone numbers, only 66 will remain in use after the new system is
activated.
Keith said that a temporary directory listing is being printed and will
be distributed to students during
finals week.
"If at all possible, students should
try to take home a temporary directory listing," Keith said. "Most of
these numbers are changing and it
would be to their advantage to do
so."

Programming budget increased to $25,000
By Shanda PuUiam
Editor
The budget of the Office of
Residence Hall Programming will
be more than doubled next year as
a result of the Student Interest
Restitution Bill passed by the Student Senate and endorsed by Men's
and Women's Interdorms last
month.
According to university President
Dr. J.C. Powell, the programming
office will be allocated $25,000 for
next year.
The current budget of the office,
which includes funding for hall
councils and the two interdorm
organizations, is tl 1,700.

The Student Interest Restitution
Bill, authored by Senator Scott
Mandl, asked that the interest collected from the students' 660 dorm
damage deposits be returned to the
students through the residence hall
programming office.
"We estimated that approximately 820.000 will be earned as interest
from the damage deposits." said
Powell. "We may find that this
estimate is a little conservative.
"If a greater amount of interest
is collected. the allocation will be ad
justed accordingly. We wanted to
allocate to these activities as much
as is perceived will be collected on
interest."

Men's Interdorm
elects new officers

By Beth Wilson
Mamaging editor
Sophomore Ken Kearns was
elected aa the 1983-84 president of
Men's Interdorm last week.
Kearns, a pre-law major from Lexington, wil replace current president John TUlson st the end of this

Also elected were Melvin Burns
as vice president, David Goaing as
secretary and Dennis Stephens as
"Men's Interdorm wil be heard
next year." said Kearns. "There
were some problems with organize
tion this year, but next year we hope
to bring more people in and get
more accomplished."
Tillson said he thought the
organization was "going into good
"I don't sea anyone else that
could do a better job," be said.
Kearns said he plans to continue
working on several programs which
were initiated this year including
alcohol awareness and the Student
Advisory Committee, which works
with Chad Middleton, duector of the
Physical Plant, to improve dorm

I
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life.
"Right now, I need to ait down
with the officers and plan what we
want to do," said Kearns.
He said be would work on several
proposals which were brought up
this year such as the extension of
lobby and open house hours.
' I'd like to see more work done in
the donna," said Kearns. "We've
got a long way to go."
Kearns also said he would like to
see the three student governing
organizations. Men's and Women's
interdorm and the Student Senate,
work together .
"We need to look at who we represent and wont for that group," said
Kearns. "As interdorm members,
we try to get things done in the
dorms. I have a good understanding
with Annette (Ohlmann) and Martin
(Schickel, next year's president and
vice president of the Student
Association). I think we can work
well together."
Kearns said Men's Interdorm
would "make a name for itself" next
year.
"I'm devoted to this job," he said.

Powell said recommendations for
specific allocations of the 826.000
will be submitted to him for
approval
Dan Bertsos, director of men's
programming, said that next week,
he. Jan Grimes, director of women's
programming, Howard Allen, dean
of men, Jeannette Crockett, dean of
women, and Dr. Tom Myers, vice
president for student affairs will
"alt down and decide bow to allocate
the budget.''
Bertsos said he hopes to also

receive some input from the elected
officers of the interdorm bodies.
"They could tell us specifically what
kinds of things they plan to do and
how they want them funded," said
Bertsos.
' He said the sum will be allocated
to the three areas of the residence
hall programming budget: individual residence hall councils,
Interdorms and programming.
According to Bertsos, the hall
council allocations will be divided
among the 17 dorms based on the

number of residents.
He said the Interdorm allocation
would probably be made on a "lump
sum basis" and the programming
budget wil be divided for staff
training, resident hal equipment
and hall council and Interdormitr-Board government workshop'
Bertsos said there wou„ be
money left over to be either set aside
for grants for special projects of individual halls, maintained on
reserve or used to increase the
respective hall accounts

Keith sad that copies of the
listing will be distributed to offcampus students at the following
areas: the Powell information desk,
the office of admissions, the public
information office, and the switchboard desk in the Costes Administration Building.
Keith stressed that the Dimension system changes faculty and
staff service only; student service
will not be affected.
The only change that will be made
in the service of the students is the
elimination of the STAN system.
According to Keith, this is being
done by South Central Bell
Telephone Co. for two reasons:
ST A N 'a high operating cost; the involvement of the operator's time
and the fraudulent calls that are
made.
Keith said that the elimination of
the STAN system is being done at
campuses around the country and
that Western Kentucky University's STAN system had recently
been eliminated.
The options available to students
who wish to make a long distance
telephone call include: obtaining a
charge system calling card from the
Bell System, billing the call to
another number, but if a student
has no number in which to bill the
call to, he will have to call on a pay
phone.
Another change that will occur
after the target date is the elimination of the 626 prefix number. After
May 15, all telephone numbers will
contain only 622 prefix numbers.
The change from the rotary-type
to the touch-tone telephones will be
conducted starting on May 16, according to Keith.
Automatic call-back will be one of
the features that the Dimension
system will be capable of. This will
allow a caller who reaches a busy
signal to dial a code into the computer telling it to keep trying the
number.
Another characteristic of the
Dimension system is three-way conference transfer, in which three parties can participate in a
conversation.
If a person is away from his desk,
he can still answer a call by simply
picking up the nearest phone that is
on the call pick-up group and dialing a code into it.
(See SCHOOL, Page 4)
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Kremer, Dimond ready to move on
By Shaods Pulliam
Editor
It has been frustrating at times
and satisfying at times. They have
made enemies; they have formed
lifelong friendships. They hsve
grown; they have learned; they have
had the time of their lives.
And after two years of serving as
president and vice president of the
Student Association, Carl Kremer
and Neil Dimond say they are ready
to move on.
"After two years, I think I'm to
the pout where I want to leave and
I know that it's time to leave," said
Kremer. "We need a fresh
leadership.
"But I know that when I finally
pack up and take everything out of
the office, I'll be sentimental
because the friends that I hsve
made in these two years are the
greatest people in the world. That's
what 111 miss most are the people."
"If we had left after last year, it
would ve felt like we had gotten in
the boat and gone half way," said
Dimond. "Now we've done as much
as we can do.
Indeed, Kremer and Dimond have
accomplished s lot: they have served two very successful administrations, and the Student Association,
as well as the students will feel the
effects of this Kremer-Dimond team
for quite a while, perhaps without

Carl Kremer

Neil Dimond

the founders and organizers of the
Kentucky Intercollegiate State
Legislature, which started two
even realizing it.
Since Kremer and Dimond have years ago. Their input and work
taken office, every SA election, helped get KISL off the ground.
"It's just s matter of jumping in
whether it be a presidential.
senatorial or vacancy election, has with two feet and doing it." said
drawn a record-breaking student Dimond.
They have been to Washington
voter turnout.
"People are becoming more aware four times and have lobbied for
that they can have an effect of financial aid "People don't realize
what's going on around them," said that the amount of money Eastern
gets in financial aid is dependent on
Dimond.
Kremer and Dimond were two of how much Eastern goes out and

Commentary

works for it." said Dimond
Their effectiveness in working
together for Eastern on the state
and national level perhaps partly
emanates from the close relationship that has developed between
them in the past two years.
"I can honestly say that I think
we have the best working relation
ship I know I've ever had with a person," said Kremer. "Neil does
everything well that I don't do well,
so he compliments me perfectly.
(See LEADERS. Pagel61
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Perspective

Well, guess we'll be off now. Enjoy your summer.
In Other Words
United student voice
I i^ the ediUjrial'"Struggle for
credit..." in the April 21 Eat Urn
Progmi with a great deal of
interest.
The articls discusesd the three
erodent guwtuiiieut raeanlillmn,
Men's Interdorm, Women's Interdorm sini Stodsnt Association, and
their ability to work for student
interests. Ae president of Women «
Interdorm, I felt the need to
As the editorial correctly stated,
E a. tern has threw separate
organisations iwpressnbng the voice
of the students
I agree with the editorial in that
this is not the beat structure to
have. This structure sate up the
possibility for many problems. In
fact, in past ysars, there have been
problems worn tints to tims.
I disagree that there 0 any bickering bet a sou the aMafJawMoaw at
this present time.
Carl Krsmer, John TOIson and I
have worked hard all year long to
make aunt that the three organizations work together to be a united
voice of the students. All three of us
feel that we have bean successful at
lining this.
The understanding which exists
between the preeident. of the
organisations was developed in
order to atop resentment between
the m genet stifles
It was not developed to sat up
"territorial." It was developed
because Cad Kremer and I fait it
was the beat way the organisations
could work along aide each other,
thus wnitiig the voice of students.
The editorial mentioned that if
one of the group, break this
' 'understanding'' that an issue could
be lost in the struggle for credit.
This sunph* is not true.
There are certain channels every
issue must go through before it i.
ready to present to the administra
tion. These rhsnnsls are nscaaaaiy
in order to make sure every base is
covered.

If the. (tudenta have not covered
every base, the administration will
place the issue hack in ftanilliltec
Ckmcerning Scott Mandl's trash
chute issue. Ken Kssrns had s vsry
definite ranOW for postponing the
issue indeemitely. Kearns knew that
the administration would want to
know what the Interdorm. thought
about an issue directly concerning
b effect, ha asvsd Maadl the
milisneasiissil of having the administration return a proposal
which had not been rmerchid
thoroughly.
In dosing. I would like to aay
perhaps Carl Kremer and I did not
come up with the beet solution to
the structure problem
We did. however, corns up with s
workable eolution. All of the
aaCcompiMh nun 19 ot tnia yMtr vtnly
this.
DONNA L. BURGRAPF

Misuse of structure
An editorisl that appeared in last
wash's Prognii was of considerabls
interest since I had been named in

It

I feel that some easwanaksj m ta
ordsr. Men's Interdorm, Woman's
Interdorm snd the Student Associstion are three organirationa working
for the interests of students.
These are separate organisations
given specific duties to operate
The problem, that arise are
a result of misuse of ths structure
and not entirely the atractare'a
fault
For the Trsah Chute Seal BIU that
Senator Mandl authored and
presented. I agree with what ha
states snd would like to aaa this
issue addreesed as soon as possible,
but the problem I still see is Senator
Mandl's procedures
He was not going through the proper channeje nor U he representing
hi. constituents from Applied Arts
and Technology. Isn't that who ha
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Is suppossd to:
Ibelisvshisbillc
the stndsola who live in the
rseHlTl halls. Maybe Senator
Minllil niliimslilalllll
ISJSJI
Interdorm member, sines his work
has been prsnsrUy concerned with
residence hsD life.
I do not consider the postponing
mdsfbutsry of Senator Mendl's biU
sjuvsnusstruggls for credit, nor do
I aaa ths students' need, being
It's simply a matter of utilising
ths proper rssouress available in
working for ths students.
Senator Usndl should be prsised
for hi. work sod concern of trash
chutee. but las ignorance of ths proper rhsnnsls in which to present his
ideas are svidsnt.
He need not worry shout who gets
the credit because it will be his. all
the way to the end.
KENKEARNS

Committed to unity
We would like to taks thia opportunity to express our most sincere
thanks to all who helped us in our
campaign for the executive offices
of the Stuoant Association.
Wa would also like to extend our
congratulatione to John Martin and
Bruce Stamper in running each a
strong race.

As we
lor a

to lay the foundation
_ and united Student
we look forward to see-

to
strengthen Mat *■
the
qanswMHIai Of the total Student

%!T

to start toward this i
To those who
ask that you continue, to thoss who
did not ws pledge to work diligent
ly with you in sn effort to create
total student unity.
ANNETTE OHLMANN
MAKTIN SCHICKEL

Thorough coverage
I would like to commend the Prognu for its thorough coy eg* cf
the SA presidential election which
wss conducted April 19.
Through Ha fair and accurate
reporting, the Program informed
students of the eajawfchwl Issues
involved and the ranrilrintas' posj
tions on these issues. In this wsy,
I feel the Progmi was partly
responsible for the large voter
turnout.
By including interviews with the
candidates as well as personality
profflss in its April 14 issue, ths Progrtit provided wall-rounded
covingi ladiengilaJiiaitohojrn
aa much as possible about ths
Such <

t help but sn-

to vote by
to the
This is ths

the

i up of full-time student, with
many other obligations
interests, they havs

and
vice,..
In addition, folowmg ths election,
the Progrmi continued to exhibit
fine journshstic abihty by covering
both ths news angle and the
• in ths

- all activities
tione rslsvant to Eastern students.
This is not sn sesy teak. With
limited time and rssouress.
aomsthing or someons - bound te
be left out.
The Prognii will undoubtedly
tsJu. criticism. Thia year's staff has
1 it. But. I doubt thai
thsir critics could corns does to
r effort* and results.

The Progrtii, therefore, fulfilled
its obligations aa a campus
*.by providing extensive
i of an important campus

82-83!"And best wishes to the 83-84
editors. You've got some big shoes
to fin.
NANCY OE8WEIN

In addition, this <
that the editors
i mirsiafliai lull»khans who lawplaj
rsmsrksbls joumaliatic ability.
■Thank you far a fins Job.
JACDE BROWN

Progress salutes...

Excelling in the 3 Ft
For another academic year. Ths
Easter* Progrmi has idncetid.
asaghtasirt, end entertained 2
This year, they have excelled in all
three.
Under sbto leadership, the staff
has preseatsd cctnpuc, irmiweoty.
and beyond with prrfusJniiillam
and wit
Despite the fact that the staff la,

■Mew! /

The Prognii staff ssnites
ly cooperated with ue this
even when we ware under
risarTHns prassui i. to make our
jobs much eaaisr. "1^.1^

Or. J.C. Powsll. Dr. Doug
Whitlock, Dr. Tom Myers. Carl
KrHUeW, DotaU Burgraff, Wynn
Walker. Wsnen Engliah. Donne
Masters, Nsncy Oaswein. Carol
Wright. Lafcadio Heern. JuaniU

More about governing unity
According to William Jamas. I
have had. Ae James ones said,
"There is no worss lie than a truth
misunderstood by those who hear
h\"
It seems that last week's editorial.
"Struggle for credit stifles effec
tiveneeeof governing bodies' was
taken by some of the members of
those respective bodiss to be s perSo I'm going to use Urns space, my
last Editor's Notebook column
(much to ths relief of many. I'm
euro) to clarify last week's tirade.
I am not apologising for the content of the editorial, mind you, but
repeating it in a anghtly different,
lese sarcastic manner.
The intention wee not to discredit
the efforts of any of ths three student governing bodies The intention was not to attack the currant
The attack wee essentially on the
etructure - the structure that will
never allow cornpleta. nrtriouded
unity
between
the
three
organisations,
Instead of being asperated and
working for issenflslV the same
goals, the three governing bodies
should be combined into one
legislativs body

With three student group, working togsthsr within s united system,
the potential for getting things
accomplished would be vastly

. That ie pert oft
efbiHty of SA.
Likewise, if one of ths Intsrdorm
bodiss wsnte to work on a dorm
leans that Senate has not wens up
with, that organisation does not
have to check it out with ths!
The editorial was not saying that
sll ths three governing bodies do is
bicker over credit. It ens aaying
that they do occeeassonafiy and even
a Uttie ia too much.

Perhepe the three bodies have
worked together better thie year
thsn in ths past, but that isn't ths
iaeue. The point is. they haven't
worked together the way they
should and they wont ee long as
they are trapped in the current
system,
The Student Association, which
has a president and a vioa preeident
And it was aaying that aa long aa
elected by the students, is respon- ths structurs remains ths wsy it is,
sible for governing «g etnilents. there ia really no way around a litwhether they Hvs in ths dorms or tUbitoferguing.no
not.
many _
Ths Interdorm bodies are respon- may have.
sibls for covering dorm issues.
SA President CariKrernsr ssid he
Ae ovsrlsp between the these thinks ths systsm was set up this
organisations as far ea dorm issues way purposely. "It fa) my feehng
sre concerned is unavoidable w>en that ths systsm that we have now
they
are
eech
working will never work the way student
independently.
government should work.'' said
Kremer.''Heel like it was set up to
The way the system is set up,
situstion where .tudenta
desregsrding any agreement that
not In canned snd
may be mads hilasea the three
presidents * the beginning of the
Kremer ssid the duties of the
and draws op a biU that pertains to three govsrning bodies sre "obdorms, nothing should lander hen or viouely overlapping."

"This is one of ths worst i
systsms you could havs," ssid Donna Burgraft preeident of Wc
Intsrdorm. "Having three l
bodia. working in ths same area is
terrible because it's only natural
that they're going to work on the
Men's Interdorm President John
TBUon ssid bs would "Use to ess ths
thru nrgasmatloen combined." but
hessidtherbweBBuikhBgmayiiot
be the most ideal siU.
Tfflaon easi ths Intsrdorm offices
in the Cosies building sre cloe. to
the orficea of the dean of men and
the dean of women and it is "convenient to goto the Bdnunistration/'
Krsmer said ths current system
"creetee a lot of psttlnsss in
students and aa long aa we operate
under it, we will always havs problems In uniting student government voice.
So, the mdviduala who make up
the respective govenmig bodies are
riot ultimately causing ths problem
Ths structure is. .
And it should bee primary objecth-e of the oewh^elected kntdereof
these organizations to take steps
toward attempting to change that
archaic, stifling structure.
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In Other Words
Semi-final dead end
A» members of the Dead End
Kids, an intramural Softball team
that has won the championship
three years in a raw, we wish to
make a complaint.
Friday at 1:00 in the afternoon, we
ware told that we ware to play the
•ami-final round of the tournament
that afternoon at 4:00.
Although this team had beaten us
before and would have probably
beaten us again even with our-full
team, we ware disappointed at the
way the league waa run.
At 1:06. we called everyone on the
team and found that only five of our
regular players, ones that started,
could be at the game.
We called people who hadn't
played for us all year to fill our
roster. At the start of the game only
two people were playing their
regular positions.
We suggest that the playing of
intramural games be suspended on
Friday because of the suitcase
nature of the students that attend
Eastern.
We also think that a member of
the team should be notified if games
are scheduled less than 24 hours
before the game is to be played.
It's not the fact that we lost, we
would like to congratulate the Sharp
Shooters on their performance, we
just think every team should be
given a fair shot at the
rh ampkrtiship
fThis letter waa signed by Lori
Smith, Lisa Mayberry, Teresa
Roberts. Karen Rothfuss, Denise
Hanson, Natalie Britton. Lies
Richardson. Teresa Daniels. Laurie
•Austin, Tracey Shewmaker. Terri
Johnson, Sherry Hanlon and Andrea Crider)

Just seeking the truth
I felt I must reepond to the letters
last weak from Ms. Pence and Ms.
Stevens. Your concerns about a
class on Vietnam- did not go
unrecognized before the bill was
passed However, I cannot agree
with your fatal analysis.
True, only about 10 years has
passed since the U.S withdrew from
Vietnam. However, the people my
age (19-22) do not have any real
perception of that period of time;
and if U.S. involvement in certain
places today should escalate into
another conflict like Vietnam, we
are the ones who would go to war.
.'. In Vietnam, over 67,000
Americans died. I don't want to be

a statistic in the next questionable
war. I want to know what happened
and why. I also know I am not
I have already reed about Vietnam and talked with veterans.
While the books were interesting, I
wonder about their accuracy when
I do talk to veterans of that war.
Moat of the veterans I have
talked to also think Una type of
class is needed. The class is not for
the veterans; they know what
happened.
The class is for those who don't
know, but are concerned Now is the
time to instate a class like this,
while people who lived through it
can tell the truth, tell us if books
glorify or exaggerate, tell us if
government documents hid facts.
For these reasons, I must stand
firm behind my efforts to give the
opportunity to those who are concerned to discover the truth.
BRIAN BUSCH

Insensitive Senate
This is in response to the Student
Senate approving the bill for a class
to be taught concerning the Vietnam War era.
In reading the article by Tim
Thornsberry appearing in last
Thursday's Easum Progress on the
"Senate approves, bill for Vietnam
era class." I feel the Senate did not
adequately survey enough people on
their opinions.
Considering that somewhere
around 14,000 people make up the
student body at Eastern, 75 people
is not even a drop in the old bucket.
Why not survey half the students
on campus? I'm sure this will give
those little fingers of the Senate
members something constructive to
do with tbear free time.
I feel the Senate has been insensitive to the feelings of those who
object (I'm sure we are of a few) to
the class being taught. I feel the
members who agreed with the decision are a group of "insensitive
people."
One other thing, I do not feel
there are any prof essors on campus
who are qualified to teach anything
about the Vietnam War, aa was
stated, unless of course he/she has
served to the beet of that conflict or
were a reporter reporting on things
to Vietnam.
Even after the professor does all
this research, the real answer, still
will not be answered for a young
man's curiosity.
*

The answers lie only with the ones
who know why it came about, the
soldiers who carried it to their
graves, and the people who are trying to forget and object to any questions being asked to them.
JOYCE PENCE
MeCreary Hall

A destroyed creation

Why do people have to smoke on administrators are here for us.
We can have our questions
elevators? Why do people take them
to the fourth floor? I really want to answered, even the one about
cafeteria specials. Let us stop kidknow why they take them down.
Hare is another good one. Why do ding ourselves - together we stand
people have to atop their cars on strong.
JIM METZGER
crosswalks at intersections? Is it
because they do not want the
Wrs«*r*»
pedestrians to cross the street?
One of my favorites has to go to
the man who fills the servamation
machines that are located in each of
the dorms. Why can he not put the
pies and cakes at the bottom of the
machine*?
I know that he does not derive s
warped feeling of pleasure at the
thought of college students picking
up crumbled cakes and pies.

Sunday night several friends and
I who are members of Lambda
Sigma honorary spent a great deal
of time and effort painting a sheet
to display at the Powell Building to
advertise one of our dub activities.
Imagine my surprise then, when
1 walked by the Powell Building the
next morning only to find that
someone had torn down our sheet.
I waa, to say the least, extremely
upset to find that all our work had
gone for nothing. This fetter then is
sddreessd to the personts) responsible for this.
To them I can only offer my
thanks for their consideration for all
the hard work my friends and I put
to and hope that they had as much
fun destroyfeig our work as we did
creating it.
NORMAN SMITH
Vice President
Laaabda Sigma

And for si the returning students
next year, let me ask s few more
questions. Why is our tuition so
high and why are we facing a 16.1
percent increase?
Well, why are the windows to the
University Building left open all
year around, even during the winter
when the weather outside is
sometimes very cold? I suppose this
means that it is rather warm inside
the building.
The Powell Building is another
fine eyetwpla I believe that this is
what Randy Kokernot was implying
last week in his article, "Why try to
improve things that work OK."
But some of the responsibility
does fall upon the students. We can
do little things to help maybe turn
out the lights in our rooms when we
leave or take the steps instead of an
elevator.
I mean, none of us have ever seen
three janitors sweeping a hallway or
changing a lightbulb, right?

We stand strong
Whan I read the Apr! 14 Progress
there was one letter in which I took
note. The letter waa written by two
university students, David Hinkle
and Mark Read. I found the letter
sadly amusing.
What I would really Ike to know
are the answers to a few of my own
questions that I have wondered
about since I first came to Eastern;
I believe they lie to the same realm.
If Hinkle and Read found some
answers, maybe I can.
If you have ever eaten in the
cafeteria, I'm sure you have noticed
this: why do you always have to
wait on the specials? I have yet to
have a special ready to do when I
am, and I would much rather prefer
to go than to stay.

Often it seems that it is forgotten
just who the students are on campus. Let us not forget that this
university is built on each and every
one of us.
We are only as strong as the
weakest one here. If one student is
treated badly, we all are. We are not
hare for the administration, the

Correction
An editorial in last week's Progrtt* incorrectly stated the status
of the Trash Chute Seal Bill. Sen.
Ken Ream's motion paased to
postpone the bill "indefinitely."

Block

Here and Now
Brian Blafr
If I ever forgot how to say goodbye, I remembered one day as a
fragile eighth-grader.
My dog - the only pet of my
childhood, in fact - lay spread in the
front yard, only half-conscious,
wheezing gulps of oxygen in and out
with nothing short of a great effort.
She had skipped into the path of
a passing tractor, and the rolling
machine, with nowhere to turn, soon
reminded her of her own mortality
The tractor slammed into her left
side, leaving her in the road.
It left me struggling with
sentiment.
As with any pet. she was more
than equal parts poodle and beagle.
She recognized love, loyalty, and affection only in their purest sense,
and seemed to know friendship better than I.
"I think she's bleedktg internally," my dad said.
Looking down at her motionless
figure, I knew I was doing the same.
Even in the midst of tension and
misfortune, if I had forgotten how
to say goodbye, she was waiting to
remind me. As I ran my hand
through her black coat, she raised
her head, if only a little, and wagged her tail.
Two days later, on a Saturday
morning, the veterinarian chose to
put her to sleep.

If I had ever forgotten how to say
goodbye. I last remembered one day
this week.
Jonathan Livingston Seagull the wise and astute creature who
championed individuality in
Richard
Bach's
bestselling
allegorical novel of the same name
- served as the reminder. He knew
about farewells, and saw them for
what they were when the disguise of
sadness fell sway.
When he and Sullivan, perhaps
bis best friend, parted halfway
through the tale. Sullivan, like so
many of us, felt the memories wash
to his mind's forefront.
Like so many of us, Sullivan
wondered if, in time, he would see
his friend again
"If our friendship depends on
things like space and time, then
when we finally overcome space and
time, we've destroyed our own
brotherhood'" Jonathan told him.
"But overcame space, and all we
have left is Here. Overcome time,
and all we have left is Now. And in
the middle of Here and Now, don't
you think we might see each other
once or twice?"
Looking back at my years here
and the collage of friends that blessed those years with companionship,
I only hope that Jonathan Livingston Seagull is right.
If so, it would certainty make the
Here and Now worth the wait.
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University Shopping
Center
624 0237

The Best Little Whorehouse
In Texas
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Buccaneer Drive-In

Open 2:00
"For people who care
where they party.,?
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COUPON SPECIALS

Now Open For Delivery
Mon. Sat. 10.00 A.M. til 1:00 A.M. Sun; &00 P.M. til 1:00
ITEM .1
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MM SI

OUTRAGEOUS!

OUTRAGEOUS!

COLONEL SUB
CHIPS - LARGE DRINK

ADMINISTRATION SUB
CHIPS - LARGE DRINK
CHEESECAKE

CHEESECAKE
VALUE

»_

44*0 . VAUJf

,^„

•4*°

OUTRAGEOUS!

OUTRAGEOUS!

COLONEL SUB
CHIPS - LARGE DRINK
CHEESECAKE

ADMINISTRATION SUB
CHIPS • LARGE DRINK
CHEESECAKE

VALUE

«j4»o

VALUE

OUTRAGEOUS!

THURSDAY NIGHT
DELIGHT SUB
CHIPS LARGE DRINK
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TELFORD SUB
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•s»
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i,~.

$410
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HAM MONSTER SUB
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M"
$400

MIXED MONSTER SUB
CHIPS - LARGE DRINK
CHEESECAKE

VALUE

DIANE UNATIN
CLASSMATE OF THE YEAR
selects her flowers from
7<*f*t We Hot 7icwet* & 0ijU

VALUE

$4oo

CHEF SALAD
MEDIUM DRINK
CHEESECAKE
ISkia
VALUE
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HAM MONSTER SUB
CHIPS - LARGE DRINK
CHEESECAKE

MIXED MONSTER SUB
CHIPS LARGE DRINK
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■1

$400

»400
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CHIPS LARGE DRINK
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•s»
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$4M
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•3M
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CHEESECAKE
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•S7*

Special For Two
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HAM MINI SUBS
2 TURKEY MINI SUBS
2 CHIPS
2 CHIPS
2 SMALL DRINKS
2 SMALL DRINKS
•S»
$4so
$440| VALUE
VALUE
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People Poll

Organizations list accomplishments

If you could ask any
administrator one question who
would you choose and what
would you ask?
By Don Low*

tm

Photos by Leigh M. Ron
Lexiactoa
. Dr. Powell, how en you expect
paopla to ksep canine back to
school when the tuition bin
**ttinc hicherT
Loreaao VaJaatiae, Major,
pfcytceiiiiHliia.Nawfc.NJ.
Dr. Powal, what will the football team's NCAA monay ha

•Mi fit

Christina subsets.
poHtical ecieec. New

Dr. Powell, why
library hour* longer
weakanda?

t the
■ the

Cohea Copley, sopao ■era,
paycaiatry. Poreet Hille
Dr. Nii, why are so many

recreational facilities
the weekend.?

hall
to

Par the community on the local,

OB

MloekaWeah,
tary educaaoa. Cyathiaaa

Dr. PowaU. why don't you
come out and talk to the student*
more often?
JISB Jacobs,!
Jack Hutchinson. director of
housing, why haven't they
•tailed renovation on Mattox
Hall?

* i-frnrf lr illhi ssaali

registered over 300 vet ail alone
with other iwfnlietluea Bui say, the
Student
Association
Voter
Regiatration Week in September;
-worked with city oaUeJa on a
regular baaia through the Richmond
1 Issanri Committee;
-•eat
four
individuals
to
Washington, DC.. to lobby sgainat
student financial aid cute, communicated student's opiniona to
leciaUtor*. followed up with regular
cominumicationthrraujIisMtoraaasi
phone calls, set up a Student Aid
Commutes to heap shrsset of and
' to dsvalntiesaeti is this
regular contact with
the Coanel on Higher Fitanatswi
and U.S. Rep. Larry Hopkins, «,
Ky„ and attended and a
several forum* with both;
-eponaored the FaU Festival, an art*
and crafts Mr, which raised over
MOO for tba Tetford Community
Center and United Way.
-sponsored the Spring FHng which
raised over S700 for the Leukemia
Foundation;
-eponaored the Maroon Balloon
Seta which raised $1,461 to be
donated to Juvenile Diabetes,
In an effort to reach the students.
find their needs and communicate
efforts, the senate:
-conducted a Grievance Poll in
which randomly selected student*
were interviewed;
-developed a display case to in
troduce senators;
-published four laeues of s senate
published aa administrative
hrsahrloniiofthauaivwaiiyforeta-

Ksthy Blackb.nl,
pedal edweatiea, Bf
Mabel CrieweB. associate director of bousng. why isn't there
24 hour open house?

The senate's lagialatton this year

.l*l^H"—

-^iropoeed tie* approved appltsnces
be allowed ki dorm rooms;
proposes1 a housing amendment
that student* be notisad 30 days
btiora • derm ii cloted.
-"PeHtiCapwatsKl ill AlCOOOl AWftTWMsM

-Reeohition Curriculum Survey,
sake for survey of courses in depart
menta prior to action;
-NCAA Football Championship
i the teem for
-Grill Basse atloa BIB, sake for

renovation of the Grill and set up
-Fire Safety BaaosBtion, aaka for
fire safety procedures to be read in
-Curriculum Committee Bill, aak*
curriculum committees;
to be

smforrefus.
_ andplao

far the return of fund* from
tereet to residence
_ snd hall councils;
-Handicapped Access Research
CornmttteaaaUbbaheeaconamittes
to rssssrdi building aceaaa problsm* for handicapped atudenU;
-Education Budget Mrlnl
i
Raaowtian.aaeafarmamt*nanceof
present student aid i
-Education
taon, endorses State L
of Public Instruction Ka.
education proposal*;
-Bomb Threat Reeohition. aak* for
review end change of Division of
Public Safety bomb threat

-Constitutions!

trtahHahaa

Amendment,
for

-VTats«-«WarEraEdDr«tioBBifl.
■££-«^oath.VT*n«eon.

dancei*i*are«ne»ta for saute

-Weijbtroom Hoar. Rseolution,

J

"llma"wl'ni--Li_ n-M.. BUI
Hearth fforvkes "•**•«■■.

•**" ,or ■••waawB of Begley
waigbtroor. weekday hoareT^
i senate's ether project*

School gets new phone system

Late Night Co-Bd Study Area.

Dr. Wbitloek, who
ties?

(Continaed frees Page 1)
Keith said the biggeat feature in
eluded in the Dimension system is
that it will enable the university to
to "aneiyaedeta so that lecomrnsndations can be aaada for addWoas or
removals of services."
Ae telephone service becomes
more advanced end new technology
is invented, that new technology can
be incorporated into tba Dimension
system, whereas with the Centres
system it was not poaafols.
Keith said that wnrirshsps are
now being conducted in the Perkins
Buikiing to familiarize faculty and
•taff with the new system and its
various features.
Keith and the 14 staff members
who are training the university

your

■e trained by Bell
System* personnel in Nashvilla.
Cft. Lyons, assistant director of
the physical plant, said be thinks
the new system "has all kinds of
The feature he said he liked the
most waa the automatic call-back.
"It doesn't tie up the
be said.
Warren Fngbali, director of public
information, ssid the new system U
"exciting.''
"I really can't gets feel ss to how
this is going to affect us until the
Urn is completed.''he said. In
job, I do a lot of talking on
and 1 think it wOli
our efficiency.''

DR. W.R. ISAACS
DR. C.L. DAVIS
DR. DON RICHARDSON

-Graduate
opaas faculty

Parking Bill.
far graduate

-Soccer Club
ad the club for

bringing feealty and students
to discuss proois
ttoee, ideas and to
lines of
-Composer's Night, a night in the
Grfll of original music by university atudente;
-Alcohol Awareneee Forum, forum
involving campus and community
about responsible
-Kentucky Intercollegiate State
I^rahUura, participation in ,
wide mock legislature;
of Homecoming onsen

ea to

-ASZZ£B£1ZZ?~~.

Thai Crawley, i

nialnginfl alaiieagH laisjiam

-#»

to develop an Arts

-extension of hours in the
i section of tba Hbrary.
and snforcing bookstore
Brockton;

"

Adidas Squire
Adidas Jabbar Hi
Adidas Jabber Lo

$26.00
$42.95
$40.95

OPTOMETRISTS

ship
-had the largeat i
tion r .tribution to United Way;
-co-^onsored the Monster Been;
-initiated computer dating;
-spoke to dona residents about
Interdorm;
-sold Christmas cables;
Sexy Legs Contest;
the Bridal Show which
over 0660 to donate to
arbulsrshlps and awards;
-sponsored the March Graa Dance;
-coordinated Women's Awareness
Week;
held Student Leadership Tea;
-pnhwahsri lnf«iHSs*aislbradsBraB;
-seat a delegate to National
Association of Campus Activities;
-aided mttoinylsmentation of the
damage deposit;
that the number of room
the fee charged for over
night guests;
-elded in developing Special In
twist Floors;
-developed Student Advieory Committea for maintenance problems;
-propoaed that Brockton reeidenU
be represented by Women's
Interdorm;
-propoaed that a 24-hour study srea
-proposed, a budget hrrisn far

, Rag. Prico
Adidas Rebound Hi
$87.00 v
Adidas Rebound Low $34.00
Adidas Lady Orion
$30 00
p»»..wsi-rWJt.ela*-wa«.wai-wfcJ,

This year W

Wsefcj
-sponeorad a booth at tba FaU
Festival;'
-judged Patent's Day talent show;
sseieted wMp the canned food drive
during the holiday.

Men's
Men* Interdorm accomplish
meat's included:
-s survey to study ths amount of
vandaHarn to elevators;
-a pi op oa si to replace or torn oa
lights at night in certain areas of
rarnpue;
-co-aponaored Msxdi Gras;
-e floor and room painting proposal;
-erjoneored the Big Kias to donate
funde to United Way;
cospoaaored the Monster Baah;
—sponsored Dupree Rap's haunted
house and donated monay lor Toys
for Tots:
-contributed to Juvenie Diabetee;
-worked with Women'• Interdorm
to develop Special Interest Floors;
-conducted • derm phons review to
determine the feasibility of a new
phone system to eliminate the probbans of getting ea outside line
after 11 p.m.;
-contributed money to residence
hall programs to purchase first aid
practice material for resident
assistant*;
-proposed the ROTC reeohition to
prohibit ROTC members from running peat Keene Hall early in the
morning;
Eoeed a Parking Resolution to
trash cans in the Ahjmm Colinereeae residence hall council
budgets;
-conducted a survsy to determine
of the university'* Unan

ssr-

inAlcohdA

-stoawd a proposal to upgrade the
food service meal plan.
(Information compiUd by Donna
Bur/raff, Kan Kaamt and Nancy
Omwaimt

Sale Price
$24.95
$23.95
$19.95
$19.95
$35.95
$34.95

wiUflfff

m

IBM CM T aess) k Stack

"FINALS" SALE
MT.

Bris-esir

SO AT LEAST YOU'LL FEEL GOOD ABOUT SOMETHING!

""

BlayS, lttt
•Ml eaaanj |*rra ,, CATMJMA,* OCCAM
ma SASSAFDAS,* fC7% Off wNh wa. as)
ALL ATHLETIC

SHOO by NIKE.- ADIDAS,* JOftDACMC,*
(SS.27 sfl aelr am, Bw* ad)

■
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Gold Star Chili
Now

AU. BLUC SEAMS by LSI.* IBM,* CALVe* KLCM,*

iruasSJCC SCATS,* ZEMA,

IS4.27 eft aelr wttft Has ■

EVEN GOOD ON SALE PRICES T00I
"HOME of CLASSMATE OF THE MONTH'

Delivering To Campus
($3.00 Minimum)

455 EASTERN
BY PASS
SHOPPERS
VILLAGE

HOURS
Mon SM
10«m totpm
Sun 1 ftp m

RICHMOND
KENTUCKY

Phone
6242727
"Tb» College Shop
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Open Til 1:30 A.
144 E. Main
623-5252
623-5253
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New reading machine
* to aid blind students
in handling classwork

id Worley
resigns
„,

City Manager Ed WorUMB
resignation
wu
accepted
. .unaniieouaty Tuesday by the Richmond City Commission.
Worlsy aid ha reakmed from
S25.000 a year portion ho hu held
since 1979 to accept s position in an
.unnamed international business
firm.
The resignation wfll be effective
May 6 but Worley win be a coneultant to the city until Dee. SI.
Worley haa ax projects to compieU
for the city for which he will receive
•7,500. He will also receive a WOO
a month retainer fee.
Worley and four other Richmond
officials, including Mayor Bill
Strong, ware indicted by the
Madison County Grand Jury in
, March on charges relating to an
alleged incident to infuence votes
on an ordinance which would extend
Richmond bar hours.
,. Worley was charged with official
misconduct, s misdemeanor charge.
His case is pending in Madison
County District Court
,
Worely could not be reached for
comment Wednesday morning,

New squad
selected
for 1983-84
By Don Lowe
Staff writer
Tba 12 MBWM for the university's 19*3-64 cheerleading squad
were filled recently after 27 women
and nine men attended preliminary
clinics and tryouts, according to Dr.
' Skip Deughsrty, director of student
activities and organisations.
The new female members of the
squad will be Jennifer Borders. Kim
Kidd. Denies Langworthy. Sandy
Neil, Leess Newby and Jane Rees.
The men on next year'a squad will
be Scott Ford. Terry Hdwsy, Lewis
" Kuhl. Kelly aaVKirfghj, Mark Simmons and Mike Switxerman.
Alternates wfll be Mike Ernst and
Susan Minks.
-., Daugherty said he would not
release the names of next year's
captains
Five judges baaed thee- decisions
.- of the new cheerleaders on perfor
» mance of a cheer taught to all candidates during the clink:, a dance
- routine taught during fhe clinic, an
" optional routine, gjialiaaiks. ap_ pearance and an interview, accor- ding to Daugherty.
He said any student who attended
1 Eastern during the faU aeraeeter and
* was not placed on academic or social
- probation was eligible to try out for
- the positions.
Dsugherty said the 1982-89
m f heei leading etTaed placed assawM
the top 12 squads attending the
. University Cheerleading Associs~ ihasls WaasnwJ vffiinp holan%BhBML
Va

was submitted to the Xerox Corporation in 1982 after university
President Dr. J.C. Powell approved
the stipulations required by the
corporstion.
The Xerox Corporation approved
the grant for the readxig machine,
which costs 829,800, in the fall 1982.
according to Denny.
Before the grant could be received, the university had to agree to
pay a 8210 service charge per year
and, by the end of the first year,
send two individuals to Boston.
Mass., to learn how to operate the
machine and teach the procedures to
the visually handicapped, according
to Denny.
There are approximately 200 handicapped students at Eastern, according to Denny. She said 12 to 16
are blind.
Currently, the university has
several special magnifying lights
and a Braile typewriter for the
visually impaired.
The university also haa a Visual
Tek machine which enlarges print.
Denny said the idea to build the
two sound proof rooms came from
the University of Louisville which
has a suite of eight rooms set aside
for a reading machine.
The rooms wfll be small but wfll
be hoafod and air conditioned, according to Denny.
She said construction of the
Photo by Shares Wort man
rooms wfll begin next week.
The machine is to be installed
within the next month, according to
Sue Bruenderman. a Junior pre-vet/bJology major from LoutswXe, found a hurt friend rt the Powel BuWinj last
Denny.
week. Bruendermin called the DlvWcn of PubHc Safety and the dog was taken to tha "Friendt of Animal*" proDenny said there were 100 other
gram for care.
schools in line for the Kurzweil
reading machines and Eastern had
"to wait its turn" for the
installation
Denny said she hopes blind
be willing to pay $10 for the service.
and this will save money for the
the refrigerators are expected to bo
lr Urn
students wfll eventualy be able to
university.
Staff writer
installed, student* wtl no longer
The proposal also stated that the
take their testa on the reading
Another reason for the proposal,
Compact refrigerators will be pay a soporsts refrigerator rental
permanent
placement
of
asaaanes
according
to
Crockett,
was
to
ensure
placed in all dormitory rooms after
refrigerators in rooms would
When a visually handicapped stu
that
everyone
who
wanted
a
a proposal was adopted recently by
Baldwin eaid the dorm fee,
eliminate the need to find storage
dent knows s test is coming up, he
refrigerator
would
have
one.
telephone fee, health servicee fee
the Board of Regents.
space in the summer and the need
will be able to reserve the reading
"Our fssHng is that there are a
The *i"*—«* flmatn pmaonlail the and previously optional refrigerator
for students to pick up their
machine to take the test at the same
number of etudents who would like
proposal to the regents after a com- fee wfll be combined into one total
refrigerators in a central location.
time as the class by answering the
to have a refrigerator but can't
mittee, i iinanmil of student and fee.
The refrigerators are heavy and
questions into a tape recorder, said
because we don't have enough to go
'This total fee wfll be 810 higher
faculty representatives, completed
a 100-pound girl just can't carry around," eaid Crockett "We enDenny.
next semester, so the effect is that
s study of the idea.
them around," said Crockett. "Since courage students to bring private
Denny added that at this time any
Jeannette Crockett, dean of risriente are paying 810 a semester
they are eo heavy, they often get refrigerators, but often that isn't
letters or forms filled out by visualfor
refrigoretor
rental,"
esid
women and chair of the cosnmi Use,
damagH in the handnng. A few possible."
ly handicapped students must be
said the proposal was "something Baldwin.
refrigerators hsve toppled down the
reed by another person.
Crockett
also
said
most
colleges
StudenU who wish to use private
etudents wanted which was
stake."
"The renting machine will mean
and universities in Kentucky have
refrigerators in addition to the
economically feasible."
Crockett said she thinks there will refrigerators in dorm rooms and that the independence and privacy
university refrigerator, wfll he
"We feel the refrigerators can be
be lees damage to the refrigerators with the new proposal Eastern "can of these students will be protected.
paid for in four years, so the univer- charged en additional 810 par
I think that's important," she said.
when they are placed in the reaawh remain competitive."
semester, according to Baldwin.
sity can make money from them
The refrigerator committee's
after that," eke said.
The university will buy 1,400 new report to the eenste included the
results of a five-question random
refrigerators, according to Earl
Baldwin, vies president for business survey conducted by Men's and
Women's Interdorms.
affairs.
Baldwin said 88 percent of the 200
These wul be added to the 1.893
already owned by the university and dorm residents surveyed indicated
that they would like to have
used to fill the 3.248 dormitory
refrigerators ha their rooms and
most indicated an interest in hsving
Baldwin said a budget of $13,000
a refrigerator already placed in the
has been allocated for the purchase
room.
of the refrigerators, which wfll cost
According to Crockett, 41 percent
approximately 893 each.
Beginning next Minintw. when of those surveyed said they would
By Colleen Fultx
Staff writer
Handouts. «—<gn«H readings in
the library and newspaper articles
are assignments which generally
causa little or no inconvenience for
most students.
However, such assignments cause
an "extra difficulty " for tha blind or
visually impaired student, according to Charlotte Denny, director of
Student Special Services.
Because assignments such as
these are not on tape in the library
as are many books, the handicapped
student currently haa just two alternatives - to find someone in the
special services office who is
available to read the assignment or
to hire s reader.
Denny said the student is totally
dependant on ftenssB someone with
free time to help.
However, the Board of Regents
recently approved a proposal to
build two sound proof rooms in the
Reserve Room of the library.
This is the last step needed for the
university to accept a grant from
tha Xerox Corporation to purchase
a Kurzweil Reading Machine for the
blind, according to Denny.
She said the reeding machine is
capable of converting books,
magazines, newspapers, letters or
any printed material into spoken
English.
"The reading machine is a t^lH^g
calculator," said Denny. "It has s
synthesized voice, like R2D2 "
Denny said the proposal to receive
the grant for the reading machine

Tender Loving Care

Refrigerators to be placed in all dorm rooms

University Film Series presents. . .

O'Riley's Pub
Tues. - 50* Beverages ■ No Cover
Wed. Ladies This Is Your Night! No Cover

Richmond's Finest Night Life

AJVZ>A
GENTLEMAN
i * • • aaeasSIa

Special Showing!
May 1st through 6th - 7:00 & 9:00
Grise Room
also. . .

"Personal Best" May 1st - 7:00 & 9:00
Ferrell Room

\
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Campus ministries
offer religious facet
By Mary Braaawae

One of my friends has always talked about how ha can respect a parson for what they do and who they
are.
I've always told him that I don't
respect anyone because everyone
has faults.
I've been somewhat of a fool and
in a sense. I've been a liar because
•van though I don't show it, I
respect a lot of people.
I've played the tough guy rale for
a long time and it provides a good
smoke screen for hiding my feelings.
but my heart can't be denied.
Sooner or later your heart says
what your mouth alone can't apeak.
I find that with the iiaaaiiig of
spring that instead of a feeling of
renewed life, I feel a cold, wintary,
death about to consume those that
I have cone to love and myself.
I never thought that I could
respect - worship - love so many
people that I have known for so fsw
months.
As the hours of my life now seem
to only take seconds, I feel as if
somethings! missing - something
is aUssppearkig from my life as if by
mistake I had hit the hyparspaca
button on this keyboard.
As I type, time passes by so
quickly that I feel like that
somehow by typing faster I can
keep up with the frame of history
that I have come to love so. but in
reality the faster I type the sooner
that period of my life will pass like
sand in a bottomless hour-glass.
I can't atop the sand from falling
out of sight and as my eyes grow
moist, my throat right— and my
eyebrow wrinkles, my damn fingers
just keep on going like the machine
that they have become s part of.
Am I a machine?
God not I can't be because I feel
I respect, I love and 111 damn sure

will miss those people that have
made me fed this way.
I once Mt like I didn't need
anybody to gat by. I saviatoejed
myself aa a self-supportive, damn
the-world type because I'm going to
make it just fine on my own type of
guy. but the realities of the friend
ships that I have found in college
have changed my once hard-lined
I don't think of myself as that
lone tree withstanding all forces of
nature, I'm not a separata
ecosystem. I'm as dependent on my
friends aa a junkie U on his drugs
- I look forward to my daily fix of

By

Staff writer
Moat people think that n.
ly take out bed pane and
phone., but they do more than that.
Much more.
"We do more than that." said
Kim Vail, president of the Bee
calaurate Student Nurses Association. "Nuraing is becoming more of
a profession."
Members stude nursing at the
university, the students get involved with the community, said Vail, a
senior mil aiag raajnr from INarfsslJ,
Ohio.
Members of BSN A and other nursing etudenta are involved in conducting blood presswe chocks,
blood mobae drives and service projecta, sack aa follecting aluminum
cans for the Pioneer House in Winchester. Ky.. said Vail
Another project the organization's members were involved in
this year was a "community project
for minorities in conjunction with
the Madison County Health Department in Richmond," said Vail.
The project won first place for the
community health award at the Notional Nursing Conference held
April 6 through the April 10. in
Baltimore. Maryland, said Vail.
According to Vail, the group
received a certificate and tlOO for
the project.
The group raised donations to buy

Adopt a
Wheel.
Wheels and Parents Anonymous.
eaidStrang..
Theamsnti j offers assooaJaei
social as well
aa a worship dimension. Students
a lot of time socializing,"'he

Is this a tragic fiawT"

If it is. I don't I
the
pleasure it has given ma Ja
worth the afterthoughts that I have

■8 Mat

Nursing organization
wins national awards
■

Students in the Methodist
'also interact with the com

As organised aa I may try to i
on the outside I
face
something totally ,

It's not only pleasure, but growth
too. I wandaied around aimlessly
for 22 years and then like the bloom
that opens overnight I woke up one
morning and felt so mature.
This is ant the phony maturity
that so many of us feel we have.
This is the kind of maturity that
makes you feel comfortable being
exactly what you are and not
pretending to be someone else.
I don't ever want to live in a
Walter Mittyish world.
I don't want to have to make
believe now because I feel that if the
future iantas good ss the peat. Ill
just dream of yesterday while I live
in today and look to tamoirow.
And through ail that I ever do I
will always hold s special piece in
my heart for those people that have
helped me grow, mature and find

'Tsawe'f o whole variety of activitfes for students to net involved
in."' said Rick Trexler, campus
minister of the Baptist Student
Union. "It just Inlands on the
student, and what thea- interests
Trexler

that the Baptist
Bible studies, worship service, and study group activities. Members also visited local
nuraing homes, local jails and i

\

Call
Cardinal
Travel

Town
e Cinema
"■"™™"""""" eswTeT SMeWM 7:M «
—

THREE
LOCATIONS:
Main Office ■ Main Street
Branch Office ■ Eastern By-Past
\Branchtiffic^^WaU^Street

Invites you to sell or
trade-in your unwanted albums and
cassettes »OW before
the rush. We only
accept rock tides in |
very good condition.

Thank You,
Recordsmith
623-5058

«Mtn

DOWNTOWN
WW. MAIN ST.

Richmond, Kentucky

I
I

PHONE
623-2747
MEMBER F.D.I.C.

Hiving trouble fitting your furniture.

into your compact car?
Triple *£' Has Tha Answorl
ftivate Mini-Warehouse Storage!
10 x 10 ft. and 10 x 20 ft. Housing Available!
"Discounts on 3 month rentals
* *Secure, Safe, & Dry
' 'Economical
i 'Rentals for groups or individuals
*

WHEN ARMY NURSES MOVE,
THEY TAKE THEIR
10

WITH TH^ ™

Army nurses are officers.
They never lose status by
moving as so often happens
in civilian hospitals.
In fact, the Army encourages mobility and growth.
You 're encouraged to continue
your education in cUnical
specialties such as Intensive
Care, OR, Pediatrics, OB or
Anesthesia and to attend
conferences both inside and
outside the Army.
If you have a BSN and are registered to practice in the
US or Puerto Rico, or you're still a student, talk to an Army Nurse
Recruiter.
sna
It could be a very happy move.
^SSr £££Q£LAU
CALL OOIXDCT OsUH-107*

i

behind Jerry's
■a. _*_ _*. .*- -x J

Mob. St.

UNIVERSITY
SHOPPING CENTER

Triple T

Albums and Cassettes

"We have a pstaajia) of a lot
more, but its just a matter of finding them and getting them invoived.'

Ml .ISICOVS

. — --....»••* ****************************

IRECORDSMITH

-■■hter-

VTM

Call ft Reserve Your Space At j

623-1324

■ataaw

Scrwton Btakanf. McConeuthy said she likes to ride her bike on nice days

Eastern By-Pass Location Only

t

AcOOftttag tO PlTabasatt,

lived in the Newman
active in social*
vice projects. Si
into St. Mark's School ml
and hispid with, elementary
students. He said they also psrtfeapated hi Mesas on Wheel, nod
helped at thai
the nursing home.
ss—
J
i u
• •
five dei>nawiMttioBw
era.jovoivad
in the United Campus Mtnfetifea.
according to Bob Hufford. United
Campus Minister Hs said
Lutheran.
Bg__
PloobyUri—, Christian
(Disapiss of Christ) and the United
Church of Christ
raliilstit
Traws are »to 66 members in the

Paige McConeuthy. a senior apodal education major from Ringoej. N.J.,
bicycled across campus to her session in her independent study class In the

Madison
National
Bank
\

"We've tried to hasp people in the
saoaaof Christianity m the aadet of
all the other things that ares part
of their livee her. at Eastern, "seed
Father Paul Prabeil ■nsjristsr st the
Catholic Newman Center.

Phoco by Shares Wortman

Home of the 24-Hour Banker
Get Away

There are 400 students on the
mailing list and 100 on the active
list of students who participate at
feast once or twice ■ weak in
ministry activities, according to
Trexler.
Trexfer added that one goal for
next yeer is "to get mare involved

Pedal power

children's car seats for low income
families, said Celeste Shawler.
aeenriate proas as a- of the Bacculauraata dagrsa in Nuraing program at the university And ad viaer
to the BSN A.
According to Vail, thorn were
enough dnnationa to purchase IS
car seats at $34 each and the BSNA
donated an additional aeat.
The students attending the national conference collected another
award fee the March of Dimes Walk
a-thon. said Shawler.
The Walk-a-thon which waa held
by BSNA members in lesington on
April 28, won a first place award,
saidVafl.
According to Vail, there were 36ft"
rkilea.sU*. at the convention and for
ovary 60 BSNA members each
organization is allowed to be
represented by two ilslsgotss at
the conference.
While -»*-~*«-g the convention,
the students have the opportunity
to attend focus ssasirris to leam
more about the nursing profession
arid to meet a lot of leaders in the
nuraing community, added Vail.

For A Fast

in s choir that goes Sato 90 or 41

Staff writer
Kehgion at the unlveity in
volvee students in much more than
traditional worship services
There are four ministries at the
UBi»wsity. the Baptist Student
Union, the Catholic Newman
Center, the United Methodist Campus Miiusa-y end the United Campus Ministry which involvee
from nvt CMO0taUAsa\U0saM.
I a vary open sod
Urge
following, both of
faculty, "said Eugene
actor of the United
Methodiet Campni.Minfetry.
According to Strange, the
Methods* aeksishj nfns. strife*,
the chance to gat an education of the
Bible studies and

.

WWWT-Trww

Triple 'C Boat Ranch
South U.S. 26
Richmond, Ky.
(606)6230014
*«»»»*w*aaaaao********»*aaaaaaaaa*

ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
v

±SL_
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Campus Living

Deans Allen, Crockett state jobs involve guidance
Crockett
stresses
availability
in her job

Dean Allen
loves EKU,
can't
leaving

*"»■»»■« busy .nd «y much in
«"*■■»* hut DM of Women Jssja,
f^Cr«^,o*»taalwayeopen
to any mmtm who needs to talk to
bar.
However, Crockett says that
euranca U not easy to
convey, especiaHy when there are
43
w«u ting out in the office,
ths eocretary u fighting thsm out
the door, and I tell the parson ait
ting acroaa from me. Tan your
time."
Crockett
laughed
"Some
studenu dunk I don't have the
time, ahe said "I don't know how
many times I'U INTO people
■pologixe for taking my Una*. To
give them my time is what I'm here
for."
Crockett, entering her tenth year
to Don of Woman, said a part of
her job description states that she
is responsible for the "watt-barns''
of women students on campus.
"Now I don't know what well
being of women students on campus
means, except that there are females
who have certain problems and lots
Of times, they an referred here,"
said Crockett.
"My mai
is with the
personal social development of
studenu."
Needleaa to say, Crockett does a
Ml M TtiHant rrainsolhw (ton aha
love* it.
"1 am definitely a people pel sou."
ahe said. "I particularly enjoy
watching people solve problems.
And that to really what they're
doing when they come to see me:
they're solving their own problems.
I'm juat helping them a little bit
along the way. They give me the
credit for it whan really they re the
ones who do the work."
Definite** Crockett to not one
who demand* credit - or publicity.
"A story on me wouldn't be very
interesting reading," ahe said
"She'a always humble," said
Woman s Isatodorm Piaaidant Don
na Burgraff, who haa worked cloaely
with Crockett ill year "She ban a
lot of influence and she doesn't use
it for barsett all Hi it to work for
studenu."
I
"If you can show bar that a particular proposal is good for students
and doesn't hurt the university,
shell support it all the way,"
Burgraff continued.
Because of her own ntroduction
to college ate. Crockett haa a firsthand understanding of some of the
problems students face when they
enter a university for the first tune.
After graduating from Montgomery County High School to
Mount SUrhng, Crockett enrolled at
a small, private cottage in Virginia.

Photo by Lstfi M

Dean Jeannette Crockett's door is 'always open.*
When' ahe got there, ahe realised
bow far away' from home ahe waa
and she realised that attending that
school waan't exactly what aba
wanted to do after all
"I had a aevere case of
homesickness," ahe recalled. "I can
relaU to not being satisfied at college at first"
So Crockett returned to Kentucky
and decided to attend Eastern. She
graduated in 1963 with a degree in
hf»^ economics, than taught for
two yean in the Carter County
erhool system.
She went on to earn her master's
degree, then in August of 1968. ahe
was hired by the university as the
director of women's laatBagg
She remained in that position
antfl bar promotion to Dean of
Woman to January of 1974.

spend together is meaningful to us
Crockett said ahe wanU "to stay
in education for 10 more years," un
til she makes it through her 30th
aagg »■ « assataasl ~ ■asssnati *' '—
position, "Then I want to do some
otiier things," she said, "like maybe
enjoy playing bridge or golf, or
maybe start a small UisJmai - I
don't know."
But there's no need to think shout
that juat yet. Crockett's position as
Dean of Women gives her plenty to
occupy her mind - and challenge it
"Most every day to different,
said Crockett. "I won't say it's
always fan. but it's always challenging. Seldom do I ever feel that I
■Ui VOU t awCCOOxpQtHasMl SOfQO^gUDaV 4»X

the end of the day."
Crockett to atonan advtoor to the
She hasnt slowed down much Cnriagtoro rWanfc cheater to Mortar Board, ahe works with a sorori
since. Along with bar many responty. she to involved with the,
sibilities aa Dean of Women.
Crockett has a family to keep track American Association of University Women and ahe is active to the
of. She and her husband. Gerald,
have two children. Ttoh, 17. and church.
Jerry, 12.
"It Beams important that you not
And she j ugglea bar dual commit- forget that there's another life out
ment vary watt, thank you. "My there," said Crockett "There's a
children have always grown up with need for me to keep my battery
their mother working." said charged al the time. "
Crockett.
"She'a the woman who, next to
my mother. I admire the most, "said
"There has never been a conflict
Burgraff. "She to so busy, but I
with career versus family. A long
time before it waa popular, I ' have never been to bar office once
when I felt Ike ahe was rushing me
thought that quality time waa more
out. She is so busy, yet she s always
important than quantity time. Wo
got time."
do an awful lot of things tngailtsj
And her door is always open.
I try to make sure that the time we

Education aids herpes victims
Lisa Frost
[writer
The problem that arista with
genital herpes on campus, to that it
does exist, even if it is in small
numbers, according to Dr. Fred
Gibba. director of student health
According to G ibba, as far as sex
ually transmitted diseases are concerned, he seas more of the others
such aa guuonhes, than he does
herpes, but hat pee to the most
Last semester there ware 17 cases
of herpes reported to the student
health services as compared To the
37 cases of gonorrhea.
"If ws ass 10 cases of herpes this
month wal sss twice as many cases
of gonorrhea, but the gonorrhea is
cured and the herpes isn't." said
Gibba. "So, the next moath we start
the count with zero caasa of gonorrhea and 10 esses of herpes. Consequently . there are more people with
herpes.''
Herpes to s sexually transmitted
virus, similar to the virus that
causes chicken pox and closely
related to the virua that caueee fever
bkeUra, according to Gibbs.
There are two kinds of herpes,
herpes aimptor type I, which ceases
fever blisters and herpes simplex
type II. which aftocU the genitals,"
said Gibba "Type I can be found in
the genital area and 10 to 50 percent
of the lesions in that area are duo to
type I."
Ton to 20 days after contracting
herpes, the victim will develop a
burning, itching or painful feeling in
the area where a lesion will appear.
Than bumps form that eventually
break down into sores that heal,
alough off and leave no trace
"The virus remains inactive
for two weeks, tour
or even six

Gibba. Twenty five to 60 percent
(of the victims) will never have
another out break For those that
do. it will happen one to six times
sysar."
For women herpes can be
ly dangerous because it can be.
ed on to newborn infants, for whom
the virus to fatal Woman with
hat pas also ha ve an increased
chance of getting cervical cancer;
however, cervical cancer can be
treated if reached in time, so women
are encouraged to have annual Pap
Once contracted outbreaks of
herpes lesions can be triggered by
trama, illness, stress, sexual activity , temperature rhangae and wind
bums, among other things, according to Gfcbs.
"There hi no curs," said Gibbs.
"There is an ointment called
acyclovir out now that is supposed
to spaed the healing of batons during the initial outbreak.
"There to no indication that it
helps during other outbreaks," add
ed Gibbs. "It is a big sup forward
though.' '
According to Gibbs it depends on
the severity of the lesions as to how
it to treated, but ususslly the procedure consists of washing the
washed to a luodk aleil bath and
than drying them.
It is important to keep moisture
away bee suss the virus thrives in
moisture," said Gibbs. "We recommend that people use powder to
keep the area dry and wo tell them
to wear loose fitting clothing Many
people use blow dryers on them (the
sores) because it dries them and the
warm air is soothing."
Sometimes pain pills are prescrib
ed and "on a rare occasion" antibiotics are given to treat secondary infections, said Gfcbs.
Herpes is contagious and people

are recommended to svoid sexual
contact when lesions am present.
"It is difficult to say if people are
still contagious after their lesions
have cleared up." said Gibbs. "They
are pretty safe, but not totally safe.
The chance of passing herpes to
wi T
i iifnfl during this tuns, but it to
there. Some feel a condom helps
reduce the chance of spreading the
virus.
According to Gibbs, really the only way to be infected with herpes to
by sexual contact.
"You beer about the herpes virus
living on toilet seats, the possibility to there, but it to M ismoto it will
be transmkUd that it is not worth
worrying about," said Gibbe.
"Betides the place the haione occur.
(co the body) are not generally in the
earns place where people come to
contact with a toilet seat.
"The virus also can't be spread by
clothing or towato and it can't be
transmitted in a swimming pool or
not tub." added Gibba
It is.difficult to liensininii how
much of s problem herpes is on campus because studenu have other
places that they csn go for medical
treatment and herpes doesn't have
to be reported, said Gibbe.
' StudenU who come into the etudent health services with herpes will
be treated and given aiformation
about the disease.
"We try to help them understand." said Gibbs "Psrt of our ser
vice hers is counseling to some extent We give them literature and
they can aak questions. We find that
once students are educated about
herpes they can deal with it."
StudenU can also find answers to
their questions about httpuo or
receive help from local health clinics
or Planned Parenthood. There are
also some self-help groups meeting
to counsel victims.

By
Staff'
For 14 years, J Howard Allen haa
served aa the university's dean of
man. It'a a hectic time ■«■■-**
job.' but one Allan said ha
thouroughly enjoys.
"I have a genuine interest to
young peopas," said Allan. "I want
the studsnU ham to know I cars and
am interested to them."
Alton haa had S3 years of experience dealing with ab
all at the college level.
He haa served as dean of StudenU
in several other coUagea throughout
fbja. nation including Louisiana,
Arizona and North Carolina.
Allen said his basic job at the
university revolvee around the
general well-being of the male
students. He said that he) is
available to assist in problems with
male students which would interfere
with their degrees or goals
"Any male student who wishes to
withdraw from the university must
through my office," said
"I talk to those StudenU.
the pros and cona of
withdrawing
and
than,
if
withdrawal would be to the beet inUreaUoftheatudent. execuUthat
withdrawalAllen also handles violations of
university regulations by male
studsnU He said that depending on
the violation, the central ad
miniatrative staff which includes
the Dean of Woman Jeanetto
Crockett and Vice President of Student Affars 'Thomas Myers, will
ofUn consult on the matters
together.
''Violationof Paragraph 18 of the
Student Rules and Regulation
Handbook is vary common," said
Alton. 'That's where there's a
member of the opposite sax in an
area that is prohibiud when there's
not open house.
Paragraph 10. taking items that
do not belong to you, is also another

Photo by Lstah M Rose

Dean J. Howard Allen deals with students.

the university. Allan said that in inAllen said that although much of
sUnceslike those, he works through hie career haa bean spent out of
and with the ball staff to give heap sUU, he is still strongly tied to the
to those who need it.
Bluegrass state.
For more aevere cases. Allen said
Ha waa born to liberty and
that the student is often referred to received bis undergraduate degree
the Counseling Center or the Stu- at Union College. He earned his
master a degree at the University of
dent Health Center for help.
"If we feel s student is a threat to Kentucky and received hie doc
•
himself or someone elm, we want torate at Indiana State.
"I love it hare a Eastern.' said
him to have some peychiatric
Alton. "And this tots to life, I can't
clearance." said Alton.
see going anywhere alas"
DespiU these types of pressure,
In referring to bis job with the
Allen said that he tries not to take university. Alton said that it would
his job home with him. He said that take days to define all the aspects
when one is involved in gassjglem. that it entaila Hs said that his
in order to be of service, one has to primary purpose was to heap with
have a osporaU orientation
young people, with their problems
**^^nU^r^*n *^*f*sm»s*~T>
"You can t deal to the negative all and thsir surrounding atmosphere.
Alton said that them is s great
However, Allen said that not a lot the time and expect a balanced
lifestyle," said Alton. "You need to deal of value in working one-to-one
of his tims ia spent on handling etu
dent violations, but he ■ involved. get away - to home or golf - to give with studsnU and also in working
to a great extent, with the program
yourself s different perspective.
with them in groups through the
ming of the resident hall.
Alton said that his wife, Jo Ann. residence halls.
Allan said ha works closely with has been vary helpful and suppor"I would like it to be less difficult
Dan Bartons, director of men's ting to hie work. She works with the to accomplish some of the things we
residence hall progranaiilng. to Bureau for Health Services to need for the students, like imdevelop programs that will help the Frankfort and Alton feels tht helps provements on where they live."
studente mature socially and them to understand each other's said Allen.
jobs
culturally as wall as educationally
e and preasuiee.
Allan added that while many
Our jobs compliment what each changes and improvemenU have
"It'a important to develop
students," said Allan. '"There's other does," said Allen. "She must been mads for the studsnU over the
more to an education than ac- understand me - she's followed me years, hs is still not satisfied that
their efforts are totally sucsssfuL
cumulating hours and quality across the country!"
C" its. A student needs to develop The Allans have three children. However. Allen said that be will
character, social life and mental Thsir eldest daughter graduated keep trying and he will not let the
from the univereity in 1076. negative aspects get him down.
attitudes also."
Allen's job aa dean also carries Another daughter is currently
"When am to happy with what hs
with it some unfortunate tasks and enrolled here and they have a son does, be can tough at himanlf and
who
is
13
years
old.
everything around," said Allen, "I
aspecU as well as the good.
Occasionally there is a student
"It's like having three families." feel at pesos and harmony - """»^t
who can not handle the pressures of said Allan. "It keeps us young." with life as it to."

CD&P offers last-minute aid
By

editor
It'a not too tote, but procrastination could seal a job
seeker's fate
The office of Career Development gas] placement said that
there are still jobs available, but
that there is very little thst they
can do for a student who is not
registered in thsir placement
program.
Although there aren't aa many
jobs as there has been in the last
several years, the situation still
looks optimistic, said Kurt Zimmerman, director of Career
Development end Placement.
"There are jobs available that
are career oriented," said Zimmerman. "There aren't any arose
(in the country or by type of
employment) that sre dried up.
It'a not a total loss of jobs, it'a
just got mars competitive."
Those areas that employees are
still in demand are: sales of all
types, nVangna and computer
science, added Zimmerman.
High technology sns] engineering industries are Inn seeing
their hiring, said Zimmerman.
Job openings for tear hers and
people involved to education are
still available - particularly to
other sUtes, added Zimmerman.
He also said thst there are still
several jobs available to health
related fields and especially to
areas where there to a lot of
health subsidy from the government hocansa the government ia
still spending money on such
programs.
Zimmerman stressed that it to
not too late to register with the
Placement office, akhongh "from
here on out it will be s situation
where employers wfl be I
I

up their needs." he added "The
typical recruiting time is in the
spring when the employers are
recruiting for volume.''
However, Zimmerman said
that many jobs will become
available during the summer
months, before next fall

arasmsw man urges students
who have already filed with
CDAP to come back in and "convert" their status.
Converting a studsnU status
requires only e few minutes and
it to done so that the office will
know whether truft job candidate
to a student or an alumni.
At the same time the student
converts hie status he should
make any corrections in his application that have either been
brought about by changes in
status or were previously listed
Incorrectly.
"We have to take people and
convert them," said Zimmerman.
"If they haven't told us anything
about thsir status ws don't know
where they stand."
The office is interested in
whether the student is still seeking employment, whether he has
all ess Ij found a job, where thst
student can be contacted after
graduation and bow many of his
credentials need to be updated,
said Zimmerman.
"We need aa many candidates
m the job bsnk as possible, "said
The Placement Office will help
studenu find a job even though
they don't have degrees;
however. Zimmerman said that
the likelihood of non graduates
getting jobs through the office is
very remote because the majority of the employers that recruit
I

at the university are interested to
hiring graduates
"We will be happy to work
with a randfctou thst is not a
graduate, but we have to be
realistic in that 98 percent of the
jobs that come through our office
are looking for degree people,"
said Zimmerman.
Just as jobs are in short supply: so are internships. The
number of internships still
available for undergraduates at
this late daU are very few.
"Most of the internships for
the summer are pretty much
gone for the summer," said Zimmerman. "They will be pretty
well rapped up in the next two or
three weeks."
Zimmerman said that the attitude studenu have about job
hunting bothers him
There to s sense of apathy on
the behalf of the graduates, "said
Zimmerman. "We are concerned
about that general idea or
feeling."
The problem seems to lie in the
insecurity of the studente. The
StudenU are worried about finding jobs and they think that it
to a near impossible task, added
Zimmerman
"We are trying to
encourage people that you have
to meet the competition," he
said.
"It's not too lato - it'a never
too tote," said Zimmerman. "You
may be delinquent, you may be
behind In the race, but it's never
too tote to enter the race.
"I want to encourage all
university studsnU to use CDA P
as well as those going into the
employment scene," added
Zimmerman.
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Group conducts'bizarre'
activities for university

Psi Chi

II—
r»
m....
ByDaaDUo,

The annual spring banquet of Psi
Chi psychology honorary, which will
honor graduating seniors and sward
winners, wtl be held at 6:30 tonight
in Dining Room A of the Powell
Building.

The Bixarre Bazaar and the Colonel Victory party are just two of
the many events sponsored by the
Public Relations WaiUiaOuLiety of
American (PRSSA).
An organisation based In the
university's mass communications
department. PRSSA is open to any
student who has ii|« assail an interest in public relations in every
area from bianuiss management to
advertising.
Accorduig to Lynn Crawford.

Roundtable Discussion
The political science department
will sponsor a roundtable rlieai—km
at 3:30 p.m. today in the Jaggars
Room of the Powell Building.

Military Science

"pre-

The Military Science Department
will bold its awards ceremony at
3:30 p.m. today in the main parking
lot of the Begley Building.

Gamma Beta Phi
Gamma Beta Phi will have a
meeting at 4.46 p.m., Monday, May
2, in Wallace 149. Gamma Beta Phi
a service organization that promotes excclance in education and
leadership ability, is currently
establishing
a chapter on campus.
-__
.^.„._^..

*W.
the

Staff writer

"hoto by Sharee Wortman

It's mine

Soccer Club members practiced at the Intramural Fields fosowinj their
meetini on Monday. Anyone interensd in playing soccer during the fal should
contact
Dan
Robinerte at 5995
conucIO
»Ro»mt.,S»5.

rrrfrisirmal __
Ws are a part of PRSA (Public
Relations Society of America) which
is the largest public relations
organization in tan world.'' said
Crawford. "TWatodant aodety is s
very active part of our
ty. Both are geared
rionaham within the _
PRSSA is an opportunity to gain
I—Meal —[■ -' 11 i m tiiialB
|
management, aha said. Changes
have bean made in the past year to
allow
slkmmm^bifc
non-pubhc relations
ration, student*
student.

*•
*.
---■>■
it,
■ a
opportunity
to gain
that

Shirley Serini, our faculty adviser,''
said Crawford. "It began two yeara
It used to be you would have to
ago
and was rlssigturt to provide
have a class in PR to become Incampus organizations with the opvolved with PRSSA. ' said
portunity to make money for
Crawford. "We repealed our by-laws
themselves and to convene lb one
last year to open the organizations
place before the holidays. Every
to everybody. Wa Celt this would
campus nraanliaHtw is invited to
help nuclei Irian1 students ****** oat
about PR and it could help them eat up a booth or display for a
decide a major In some area of nominal fee and sell items for their
buaineas or management. Alter all, own profit."
The Bizarre Bazaar has proven to
public relarians la a management
be a huge success campua wide and
function."
a profitable experience for PRSSA.
tion, PRSSA has triad to gear Ha ac- arrording to Crawford
"Wa really expected to
tivities to snnarnpaaa the practical money by nutting
ng on the be*
experience the mambets hope to
said
Crawford.
"But in fact, we
. accordtog to Crawford.
One of those activities is the an- brought in nearly 6400 this peat
nual Bizarre Bazaar held during the year. Pictures with Santa Cams and
Christmas season. The bazaar is s selling balloons accounted for nearmini man, complete with (bits. ly half the profit."
Another highly successful activigameeandSantaClaualtieeetup
ty sponsored by PRSSA this year
in the Keen Johnson Building.
Planning begins eariy in the fall was a campus first, a Colonel Victory Party.
"No one lifted s finger to tell the
signed specific
which need to
be worked en to
the bazaar a football team 'Hey. we're proud of
you.' We did." said Crawford.
^^ w-tl*» brata atom of
In about two weeks tuna, all the
plans for s Bill-seals, campus-wide
party had been finalized
Almost 600 people filled the National Guard Armory to honor the
NCAA-Division I-AA football
ticipanta and Uam afaa ccan be champions Sixty sis of 86 payers
1L2_?J»^
/*™
"■"
™
°*
and every coach mads it to the artrimmed by cuts.
Despite the handicaps the team mory that night.
Area businesses proved o****"^
must overcome, Coomes said the
team does play cohesively as s unit to get to on the activity by sup
and that the potential for winning plying drinks, cups and services free
is great.
"We found the ares businesses to
"If we're on that day, we're as
food aa any team we play," amid be highly supportive of ths football
program, despite what so many peoCoomea. "We have the ability."
Coomes said aha looks with con- ple say about the split between the
university and community," aha
fidence to next year's teem because
many of the players will be ssid. "Whan wa proposed the idea
returning.
to them, moat of them said. 'It's
Because this was the first year about time"
that she had shared coaching duties
with Rollings, at times confusion
smoog the players resulted.
She ssid she hoped that next
Kappa Alpha Pal received the
year's team will be more familiar
Undergraduate
Achievement
with the duo's '•"^^phflqtophy Award at its Provineau mostinr
snd improve their won-lost record.
April 14-16 to Memphis, Tenn
The team play, a double-header at
The Undergraduate Achievement
borne today against Morehaed, ■ward la given each year to the acbefore finishing their mason with tive chapter in ths proMnos who has
two home gamei
achieved the moat to the area of
Temple. Friday
community service.

Softball club battles adversity to gain recognition
B
By

George Gabehart
* AgP^■"■■■rt
Staff writer
Memebrsof the Women's Softball
Club know what it's like to play
second fiddle to the top dogs.
Without official university sanction, they participate against opponents who are often better supplied, more recognized by their institutions and many tanas better
paid, said cocoach Joy Coomea.
Although student-sthletes are not
paid over the table, many of the
club's opponents are recognized varsity teams which distribute scholarships and actively recruit players
The club, on the other hand, is

C
om
Coomea

? "
.
bunion imim.
To ease the financial burden
posed on the players, a bake sale
and a 16-team men's softball tournament ware bald as fundraisers,
said Rollings.
As a club sport team, the group
must pay for all travel expenses and
furnish its own equipment, said
Rollings. The only university support the team receives is the use and
maintainance of the playing field
and the umpires.
According to Coomes, there are
several
built-in
handicaps
associsted with the club status of
the team

'^!^J'\^h .£r"f*ni^ti°?!!
PUyersinuatorganimth-ir class
meeting held in the fal. said Irish achedules around practice and
Rollings, the (croup's other coach. games and university excueas for
At this meeting, potential team the players are hard to come by, she
members select the coach and set said.
the agenda for the spring season.
There is also s problem with getBecause they are not funded by ting the team to give a consistent
the university, team members must effort, said Rollings.
furnish ther own uniforms,
"It's hard to motivate the girts

— i they have nothing
U work
.
because
iiothtag to
for."
RnlUnn TV.
>..n parfor," aaid
said Rollings.
The team
n.r.
ticipates in no tournaments and
players have nothing but their personal satisfaction to inspire them.
Practices' are also hampered
because attendance can not be mandatory for a club sport, said
Coomes.
The team, like other dub sports
at the university, is governed by
rulee sat down by the recreation
department, said Coomes These
stipulations also hinder the program
because the coachee are encouraged
not to cut woman who try out for
the team.
Rollings said about 55 students
tried out for the club when the conditioning program began in
February. From that number, the
current total of 25 team members
was secured.
Rollings said that he purposely
put the players through a rigorous
training program to waad out the

students who were serious about the
rh.K
club.
Lad by Tina Wermuth, the team's
moat consistent hitter and rightcenter fielder, the club hss posted a
9-13-1 record this spring.
Although he hss not compiled the
ststistics on the team yet. Rollings
said Wermuth has a batting average
between .660 and .700.
The wooioat record may not eesrn
impress! ye on paper, said Rollings,
yet due to the conditions the group
plays under, it is quite respectable.
Most of the team's opponents are

... .,. | .

..... ,*.__ Tp^ n|„ ,1^,,

and play for state or regional
The chance to play in tour
namanta enroute to a pnsafbls
NCAA plsyoff berth provides s lot
more incentive for the dub's adver
series, said Rollings.
Coomea pointed out that coaches
can demand naare out of echofarabto
dub per

Kappa's win award
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Phi Tau's bring
Santa to kids

Chi OY stress
civic projects
Colleen Falu
Staff writer
Once again Chi Omasa aorority
participated in the Special Olym
pic*, which were held on April 23 in
DanvOla.
The SpedriO<yrnpic« are just one
of the three civic project* the Chi
O's are required to do each year, according to Preeident Anita Vincent.
Tha member* aiao work on projecta for Eaater. Thankagfvia* and
Chriatmaa.

The Chi O's are not required to do
a project for tha same organization
every year, but the Chi O's have, for
tha paat three years, helped out at
the Special Olympic*, according to
Vincent.
She aaid tha members do a little
bit of everything including giving
out ribbons and serving as hugget a.
After every event huggers hug
the participants and tat them how
wall they did. Some of the CM O'a
know sign language and uaa their
skill to —Banal gamea and talk to
the deeiperticipenta.
The Chi O'a civic project for
Thanksgiving waa to visit tha
reeidenta of eeveral local nursing
homes and play bingo with them.
They also helped make turkeys with
local Brownie Troope
For the Chriatmaa civic project,
the Chi O's, along with S%ma Alpha
Epailqn fraternity, held the Ugliest
By Belinda W*nJ
Bartender contest in which the local
Orga-Wiou editor
bare submitted a canoMata
It haa become a tradition that
The students then voted for their
•vary year Sigma Nu fraternity
choice by donating7 a penny. The
tranaporta tha game ball* to tha
money raised want to the March of
Dimaa.
away football gamea with Morehead
The Chi O's usually do more than
Univeraity and Weatam Kentucky
Univeraity. aaid Preeident Dave
their three required civic projects,
Cama.
according to Vincent. She said every
Membera of Sigma Nu run the
year the group sells balloons at
game ball toMorehead, he said. The
Maroon Balloon Day during
Homecoming weekend to raiee
brothers ran an approximate
distance of six milee each.
money for Juvenile DUbetoa.
Last semester the aorority bald a
C arris said this total fctawBI is
not always ran at one time but is
dance conteat for all other Greek
organizations.
usually broken up into two or thraa
individual lengths.
According to Vincent, tha group
The fraternity members also relay
raised about $800 for the TaUord
Community Center, a home for
the game ball to Weetern via
retarded adults.
bicycle*. Came aaid.
Fraternity mamheis ride an apThe Chi O's are not just busy with
their own actrvitiea, however.
proximate total of aix milea each in
Last semester they placed first in
this event.
Carna said that each brother'a tha Sigma Alpha EpeHon County
Fair. The Chi O'a had a booth called
ride ia not naraaaarfly completed all
at one time.
tha Baby CM Sponge Bath
For 26 cenU the CM O pledgee
Another activity of Sigma Nu
fraternity ia ita participation in the gave people 'sponge baths'' by ringuniversity's Hanging of the Greens ing water on them from a sponge.
during Cpajplawaw time.
Financial obligations for tha
According to Cams, the fraterniaorority consist of SI 10 initiation
ty mem bare make tha wreaths for
fee. a S30 pledge fee and a S20
the ceremony. Alan, they place
monthly duo.
hooka in the wreaths to allow for the
D aside* meeting the financial
obligaiton* members of Chi Omega
The Sigma Nu president gives a muet be involved in two activities
prayer at the ceremony.
or clube outride tha aorority.
Each anting the Sigma Nu fraterAccording to Vincent, this renity conducts a pool tournament in . quirement halpa the aorority
tha Powell Building game room, ha members retain their individuality.
aaid. This tournament ia open to all
Ou Omega wa**et*bh*hed at the
university students
univeraity on April 26,1869.

Sigma Nu

accents
sports

Photo by Shire* Wortman

Sunshine all over
Members of Kappa Dafca Tau service organization handed out candy and
greeted university student! outside (be Powell BuNding burin* their annual
Sunshine Weak.

By Betfnde Ward
OrgaeJiatiena editor
Each Chriatmaa Phi Kappa Tau
fraternity brings joy with a phone
call from Santa to a young boy or
girl.
According to President Andy
Hoekzema. the Phi Tau* conduct*
Santa Hotline in conjunction with
the Richmond P*rk» DUtrict.
Parent* pick up application* for
the hotline from McDonald's on the
Bypa**, he aaid. This application include* such nformation a* what the
child wants for Chriatmaa and what
he ia getting.
Although moat of the calls are
made to grade school chfldren occasionally calls are made to univeraity students. However, this does not
happen very often.
Another project that tha Phi
Tau's do n conjunction with the
park's district is the little League
Softball tryouts. The brothers help
the kids work on baric batting and
throwing skill*.
In addition, the fraternity also cosponsors a bubbiegum blowing conteat with the parka district, aaid
Hoekzema.
Last year, the PM Tau's

tributed to the Toy* for Tot* program. According to Hoekzema. the
fraternity donated handmade
wooden toys, which were created by
one of the university's crafts
classes. The fraternity provided the
money for the material* the claas

The Phi Tau's raised approximately 11,000 for Cardinal Hill
Hospital in Lexington, he aaid. This
money waa collected by eolirting
door to door.
The fraternity ia tentatively planning a two day Bhiegraaa Domain
Basketball Tournament for the
eight Phi Tau chapters fa Kentucky,
he said.
Other Phi Tau activities include
carwaahee and raking leave*.
The Phi Tau's do not have any
fund raiaere because they feel that
the fraternity should be able to exist soley on membership dues, he
said.
Financial obligations for Phi K*j>
pa Tau are lower than those of other
Greek fratemitiee.
"We're the moat inexpenaive
fraternity in the nation,", aaid
Hoekzema.
The feaa are a S99 initiation fee,
S35 per semester associate due*, S60
per eemeeter summer duee and 816
summer dues.
Neverthelse*. the fraternity doe*
not like to emphasise their inorpanlosing one active member this
sive financial dues, according to
spring and only three in the fall, arid
Hoekzema.
Devlin.
He aaid there really ia no reason
At one time the Beta's were one
for the low feaa. He aaid tha fraternity ia simply conservative with
of the few fraternities who had an
off campus house. Howe vet, when
money. If they had more money
they would just spend it.
their lease ran out the owner decidWhat the Phi Tau'a would rather
ed not to lease the house any more.
strees ia their unity, according to
Aa a result, the fraternity had to
leave, Devun aaid.
Hoekzema.
"Our purpose ia brotherhood in
Nevertheless. Devlin aaid he feels
the unity and eloeeneeaaa if you're
confident that by next year the
aver in need of doubt or friendship
Beta's will once again have an off
your brothers are always there,"
campua residence.
said Hoekzema. "Being a small
According to Devlin, the Beta's
chapter we're able to be closer to
recently won a zoning variance,
each other."
which concerned multiple parking.
According to Hoekzema, next
In awawti»i the local chapter naa
year approximately 60 percent of
received loans from their national
the group's 40 membera will live on
organisation. This will provide *uf
the fraternity's new Boor in Dupree
ficient funding to purchase the
Hall.
house, aaid Devlin. Thus, the Beta
The Phi Tau's alao attempt to
house would become the first house
schedule weekend activities so
that waa owned by a univeraity
membera will have something to do
fraternity.
at the univeraity. Some of the
Financial obligations for the events include parties, baUgamee
fraternity include a S115 initiation and ritual ceremoniaa.
fee. 936 pledge fee and a 1117.50
PM Kappa Ten waa eatabbabed at
' dues, aaid Devlin.
the univeraity on April 16, 1982.

Beta's win Greek Week

By BeU.de Ward
Organisation* editor
Beta Theta Pi fraternity placed
firwt overall for the second consecutive year at the Greek Weak
events held this year, said President
Judd Devlin. .
Also. Beta Doug Holmes, 1962
Greek Man of the Year, presented
Shawn Mountjoy, current Interfraternity Council (IFC) president
and also a Beta, with tha 1983
award.
These are only two of the many
honors that make Beta Theta Pi one
of the moat active and outstanding
fraternities on eaawanaj
•The purpose of the Beta's is their
pride and uniqueness because we've
done a lot in pledge perioda. We're
alao unique in the people we have."
aaid Devlin, a political science major from Louisville.
It is because of the pride of the 33
active and seven pledging Beta's
that they were able to work together
to win both the Delta Zeta Fret
Man's Claaaic and tha Homecoming
float competition last fall, ha aaid.
TMe ia tha.aacond straight year that

the fraternity haa won the float
competition,
According to Devlin, the Beta's
have also sponsored four of the laat
seven Homecoming queens. The
moat recent waa Little Slater
Angela Hamilton in 1981.
In.addition, two of tha laat IFC
president* have been membera of
Beta Theta Pi fraternity The most
recent ia Mountjoy, the current
preeident, he said
One thing that makes Beta Theta
Pi very unique ia that it ia the only
fraternity on campus who haa both
black and white membera.
"We don't judge people by color.
We judge them by what type of guy
he is and how he was during rush,"
Devlin aaid.
Even though Beta Theta Pi
fraternity haa been at the univeraity since Nov. 7, 1971 it is basically
a young organization.
According to Devlin, Mountjoy ia
only a junior, yet he is the president
of IFC. Devlin is only a sophomore
and ia the current preeident of the
local chanter.
In addition, the Beta's are only

Watch For The
Grand Opening Of
Our New By-Pass
Location
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Between
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PLUS
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Eat in or
Salad Bar
Spaghetti
carry out Only pjZZas
Phone 624 2220
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"
Subs
For Pizza & Sub Delivery To
Your Home Call 624-2424
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Hicks gets his kicks at typewriter
ByPaaiaWase-

^^^^^^-^-^^_

_^^^^^^^^_,

For Paul ricks, (Mriki is hie
Mend, and somstimn his enemy,
bat no matter how the kejra an
tnatn* aha, it's always e vital pert
of hi. life.
Hleka pack* away at hia
typewriter, reeima; off short storiee
and poetry. English ia hia major,
cieetlia watta, hia epadofty.
Hicka haa been writing in the
creative vain aince he w»l 2 a»d it
haa ban in hia bkMid aver lines.
"It wee weird," aaid Hick. "All
the other kid. wanted to be
cowboya, COM or firemen. I wrote."
When Hicka came to Eaatarn, ha
fire* majored kt jouraafcsm, workawr
oart-timssiths sports offics of tha
Uxmgtmn /firafaUsani, Bat he
found there wee Htae room for
creativity, »o he r hanged hia major
to English and bagaa to pursue his
Octiou and poetry fWonineji.
"I really don't think of myaalf a.
a food writer." aaid Hicka. "In my
I'm little
But there are I
with bin on that point.
Hicka won hie fke* creative
writing award at the age of 16 for
en entry » a national anthology
poetry content. He haaahm wea the
Clark Award for beet abort etery in
Aurora, EKU'a etudaa* literary
publication, for the hart awn years.
He aleo haa aaa the Grka award far
poetry in Aurora.
Ia addition to
Hicke haa baan poll Hah ill kt auch
periodkele aa AJtmm. Appmktekimm
Htriiof, Wl»d end varioaa other
I gueee I have a good
Hicka. "Of the 16
maaanil|l>s I've euhaaitsd,
nbaattsd, I've
ai* accepted."
accepted.'
had aix

Narcissus
and me

reflected1 ia
tales
Us writing, although he
ha
eaye little of what he writee la
autobiographical.
He aaya that hia rtoriee often
initially run up to 14.000 word., but
end up around 6.000 after he edita
"A lot of my idea, come to me
when I'm in the bathroom," aaid
Hieka. "It'a here that the rtoriee
involve,"
.Hicka. native of OhVe Hill, Ky.
W4M NaTIQ

OJO

meO Of ten ctailarfjfl.

Despite the large family, ha aaid
that he lad a vary loneb' childhood.
"I have abeoertety no frienda. I
only know four people. Three or
.ahem are used and the other doeen't
even
like me."
muaed rucu.
Hick..
van on
me. uiuseu
Hicka said that he used to be abis

8omerimas I wonder and worry
that maybe I epead to much time
staring into the mirror, stargasing.
lost in graad romantic notion.,
thinking my bust should be carved
in immortal atone, hoping I might
be remembered just because I drew
a breath.
Sura if. vain and a bad habit but
I imagine that everyone fall, prey
to their own charming cbeame whan
they are alone.
But those pleasure, of self
. . .
_, i.«u>«i .ko.,_», •■- —
kt^kjaac. are ao vital, though they

to^TabaSato^thnTE
-a bo-re. butaowhj^onatinn
ma weatu on one

Photo by Todd Btevim

Paul Hicks - a soldier or a writer?
Hicka aaya he eubcribee to the ■BdeaaooodaeBtanantkitbeaOlet
HalCharleaachool of writing, where E..g<..~><noWaaiBl lb) wee fill
the philoeophy ie "a writer la ,nk«ioned hare lartyee* after comaomeone who writes. Another pfcrttag two yean of R.O.T.C. on
criterie for that particular echool of campu,.
thought U that, writer ahould write
•• I joined the Army in "i* because
at least three or four hour, every . my family hae e long and jlluetriuoe
day.
record of being kflUdm action, "said
"In incredibly bay," Hicka aaid Hicka wryly. "I aleo have some
"I'm really much to hay to be a corny, irt.arirtir h
writer. I goaaa 111 be hi the Army man should aerve bis i
forever.
Hicks
Hick, responds to people ia the
Hicks i>
is currently a platoon leader witty, sstirical
satirical manner that ia often
Hick.

ihZSoTnrilrt.'^^fad.
^J^ZlSSZJSi
to hold Uaan swbaklam with them
goes the telltale pulaebeet and the
' I'm a lot more meticulous now
mWh| nan lilsjl awl Imiirisalril*
tb«Iu^tob^"«pWnrfHick..
ifli. loeidng for an onyx atone at
" I tiunk agog really alow, down the ni-^^
hr
^tvV^Vm-". „ .^
._
Aiid there are times wkaa I have
He said that the daemon to ksep more thoughte than I have time for.
writing is an important one which moreeeerrtdraasnethanl canuee.
he really daunt want to think They aU flood together in swirling
about right now.
torrento of imagination, *■—M-g.
. "It an boia down to October 18.
n^hiaa by Jostled end iumbled with
I'll have to decide if I want to re- JhelaZa landdabri.of th.r-1 world
enlist in the ssrvice for three more ajid wsshaJg up on eome far off
yeara or come back here to work on
shorenns messages in bottlea that
ay Hooters," said Hicka.
BO one will ever find.
Hicka aleo .aid he has some other'
Or they just burn inaide my head,
plan, for the future that way justas
looking far that perfect relaae. that
heavily on hi n aajeafsjasj
maybe only Bangs, with death or
"I plan to write my mother occa
madam But they are ao oat of
■tonally, and I hope to learn the
fashion along with intimacy and
other two letter, of the alphabet.'
compssoion so that iU hard to find
concluded tHfe "I Imow I wfl conthat outlet.
tinue to write on bathroom walls. I
Sometunas ti>e heart and bead are
hope to learn how to speak English
such Inarticulate aspreasors of those
hope to get
Jupist secret psselnaesnd
good. And someday I hops
deepest
passions and it hurts
dtixanamp toto
thia
country."
to to
keep
them
allall
inaide
Snnawa—■
thia
country."
keep
them
inaide

So many thing, are
taken for granted or just plain
forgotten, all in the camouflage of
the cool facade that always maaki
the inner coal eat
So I keep my p
aloof from my own heart'.
always wiehing I waa doeer. Close
to touch and he touched, to
warmth of human Bra.
Cloaa enough to know the
and the pain of other',
.aaaoaa, loagaaj for that
sll thoaa barricades and shatter, all
those stuped rulee of conduct.
But al the moments seam to slip
away while I tend to my own
difenen I can imagine growing
older and my vital signs going fist,
wishing I had been more hornet.
more open and haa aiaoied and
sheltered from all.the world.
Why ia a ao hard to share a feeling, to break down and be human?
Why mart I always be so hike;
WarmT
In the world where eveiybody
alae's ocean mingling together, it
seeme thet there isn't room for pure
and simple, only thing, (hat don't
go too far. that stay inside the
square boundary of what is
expected.
That'a why the mirror offers some
relief. In the looking glass there is
i who knows thnef
1
understand, all than
and
aharesslli
But that men ia just an image, a
ofNi
there waa someone alas
slss to hold
bold on
to. But
to.
But it
it Ikeeps me gomg.

Final student art exhibit displays some off semester's best works
B

*lP&*}*mut
. *?"*?*-.
Several of the umveraky'a artiata
opened s display of their bsetauiks
beet work.
Monday at the
art exhibit
ia the Gilee Gallery
The exhibit, which runs through
May 11. wH display works ranging
from jeweky to metal work to one
students ia cieatiuu of a pah* of
Joaaph Wilmhoff. 24. say. he i.
utoimda-alabaa-fatinii. ehkli nuau
binea hia love for art with hia love
for eriance
One of ma large acrylic paintings.
titled ffrFaaniMuiiia. Pytogmmm,

waa'
waa* created after Wilmhoff
discovered how
how beautiful
beautiful strep
discovered
strep
bacteria looked after being grown in
a culture den.
WUmhoff. a senior, said he hu
always had an mtereatm biology, in
which he excelled during high
achooL
He aaid ha interest in medical il
lustration seajaasaj feaaj hia efcetcbing of diagram, ia biology
notebooks, which helped him learn
the material
WOmhoff ia also displaying other
diagrams and skstchee of hte
human eye and other parta of the
body.

Another acrylic work on display
ia
Mitmmorto,
i. Devon Hocksr's M,tmmor*o,
which look, rather
that had suddenly been exploded by
an interally planted cherry bomb.

AM Oabatlah axhibtta hie panting
Khan,lKhaU*U, which depicts the
famous street baxaar in Cairo. The
work akm hasadn Oabelah hkasslf.
smiling n ha looks out at the
Gaoalk^M.aphyaicrtedusctiob
teacher fiotn Egypt, ssrl that on hia
last birthday, ha decided to combine
hia hobby of painting with hie proof tnrhtng Ha plena to

return to Cako upon graduation and
design visual aida
aide for physical
education program..
Gaballah. Two Dimmtional ia a
line study of the sun', my. shining
doem oa on of the pyramids. Aa the
viewer's eye move, across the work,
the lines softly wave nil shimmy,
giving the illusion of movement.
Diane' Shoemaker's Lmrgt Man
daUa ia a copper plated gravity
casting ia aluminum of the 'man
' an oriental symbol of the

Intaglio
intaglio, an mk
ink print produced with
n etched doc
nUte which hee
an
anc plate
haa been
bathed m acid. Tnis technique gives
the print a iniJeriiig. decayed look,
which conveys the iiiaa-eeoion of

Some of the other work, included
in the exhibit include:
Kevin Payne's Peagaun. Visit
Egypt, wiudi fthows two inwi^iiim
in top hat. quietly admiring In
m pyramids that en melting
into soft puddles of pink oa the

idooein

Lore Schafer's large aaM-portrait.
done in oik. titled Uy Pac.

ujke McKinley
McKinlev'sa photo
nhoto study
studv of
Mike
.u^i-J^T.
hi.
wiM gianea
wine
against a Mack
background and swirling mists of
dry in.
Each student waa able to eubmit
a maximum of six works with no
more then three from a given area
erf art Some of the exhibit, are for
seie and au have been pre-judged by
members of the srt fsculty before
being hung in the
The Giles Gallery** open Monday
through Friday, form va.m. to 4:30
p.m. The enow ia free and open to

the public.

h

MAR-TAN OPTICAL.INC.

STUDENTS MADE TO
FEEL AT HOME
C20nt GER1 lANE^

623-4267 J

Caps ft Gowns
Will Bt Issued Beginning 0a May 9th,
From 8:30 a.m. to 54)0 p.m.

We will be open until Graduation
on Saturday, May 14, 1983.
HOURS: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

"UNIVERSITY
jE BOOKSTORE
CENTER of CAMPUS

COMING FRIDAY, APR. 29

MEN OP THE 80 Y
MALE DANCE REVIEW
LADIES ONLY 6:00-9:00
• "Beverages^ For I Until 10:00 P.M.
• Special Admission Charge $2.50 Person
Sorry* no passes accepted
for this performance.
These Are The Original Mafe Dancers.
Not Imitations

DON'T MISS IT!
135 East Main, Ri
*.

:

.1- .» ».». »-y ,.„..
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Music camp offers
learning experience

Bowie '$
thawing
failure

By Mary Braakam
Staff writer
University music students will be
able to gain work experience while
helping high school students further
their musical education during the
48th annual Stephen Collins Foster
Music Camp.
"We utilize students as the
counselors.'' said Dr. David
Greenlee, associate professor of
music and associate da-actor of the
camp. "We also use members of the
voice faculty to teach some of the
classes."
Greenlee said that counselors of
the vocal camp are in charge of
dormitories as well as taking care of
medical problems The counselors
work with the high school students
and make sure they get to class on
time.
In addition, the students sing in
the choir and act aa section leaders.
"They are going to be working
that week with kids that are like
ones they might have when they do
their student teaching," said
Greenlee.
"They begin to see how .high
school kids react, how you have to
talk to them and how to get them
motivated. It can be a marvelous
tearing experience for them,"
Greenlee continued.
According to Greenlee, the
counselors recieve no academic

BjrIWd

Matte the cover of Let's Dance, his
Bret album in almost tans yean, we
see a very at. almost glowing David
Bowk, clad only in boring trunks,
with hi. thin white duke* poised
defensively, reedy toward off blows
from unsssn enemies.
The record finds Bowie shadow
bbxing, ■pairing with the
heavyweight ghosts of his peat;
Ziggy Stardust, a lad insane, a spec.
oddky sfl stalk him. But, st best, all
Let'e Dancecan manage la to come
away with s draw.
There's a line in the opining cut,
"Modern Love,'that is a revealing
bit of criticism straight from the
chameleon's mouth. It neatly sums
up the major problem with the
It reads like this:
...There's no sign of Ufa *
It'» put to power to charm...
And Let's Dance doss charm.
Bowie's uneatinguishahle charisma
and cool stil work thea- wonders,
bat you find yourself looking vary
hard for vital signs, breathing,' a
heartbeat, something that shows
that this is not just robot music.
Indeed. Bowie recently said that
ha baa seen so much cool that it's
left him cold With Let', Dance, he
is trying to thaw out.
As the ice roeits. this effort drips
with a lot of thin, watered-down
pitter-patter. It's Bowie trying too
hard to be warm and real Bowie try
ing to shed the glittery and
outrageous akin that is his legacy.
Bowie as everyman.
Many people expected the album
to be a slick exercise fa white boy
funk with Nile flodgan producing
and several of baa Chic cohorts
manning the instruments It isn't.
Others anticipated a vary
futuristic syntheeixer-ladan blast of
techno-pop, meant to rapjUHaa on
that current rage, which Bowie
pioneered fa the late 70s. But.
commendably, it isn't that either.
Let's Dance is wrapped ins shiny,
[Jftttr. take no '•'"^rw. appeal-toevery-attitude-e very-cultural
background type of production
package.
■ It'a a rather tentative conglomeration of eight Bowie songs,
heavy on the base and braes, light
on the verve and verae.
"Modern Love" is a romping hark
back to (be 60a pop stylings, with
its echoing back-up chorus line and
shrilly sax breaks. The reflections
are quite modern though, stating
that ...God and man don't believe
in modern love...' bat that it 'gets

Craftsman's fair exhibits
area high school talents

Mfflw

me to
and
'makes me party...'
On "China Girl," a song cowritten and recorded by buddy I ggy
Pop back in 1977, Bowie's husky
croon is in fine form, rich and resonant and fall of passion aa be
"stumbles into town just like a
sacred cow...feeling tragic like
Marlon Brando" and warning his
oriental lady that he will ruin her
with "television and eyas of blue."
The title track and the record's
first big hit is debatedly the
strongest cut hare. Bowie's baritone
U at its soulful and seductive beat
against the catchy bumpa-bumpa-

ba-ba bass line and sexy saxophone
meandering*
The second side opens with
"Ricochet," a rhiTHng ode to modern
economic hardships where "the
world is on the corner, welting for
jobs...dreaming about factories,
piocee of machinery, mineehafts,
things like that..."
Bat the rest of Let's Dance serves
only aa cheep filler. There is the remix of "Cat People." which was
never one of Bowie's better songs to
begin with.
There are also two miserable love
songs that are so lyrically trite and
lame that they make Air Supply's
words seem like Elvis Costello's.
Read 'em and weep:

...Colts* love it the answer
Love's talking to me
I'll scream and III fight for you
You're better than money .
But he does manage to salvage
the whole of Let's Dance from the
depths of uncharacteristic mediocri
ty just by sheer vktue of his
presence.
Nobody can fault the man for trying to change, for try fag to lay to
rest the illustrious but overwhelming ghosts of his past. After all, he
is 36 years old now.
Bowie has been the trendsetter in
music for the past 16 years. Maybe
that's why Let's Dance seems so ordinary.

MERLE NORMAN COSMETICS
Free Make Over

Y

credit for their work, but they do
receive a small salary.
There are four divisions in the
camp; piano, band, orchestra and
vocal Each of the segments will be
alloted one week.
Greenlee said he hopes the draw
at least 60 students to this year's
camp.
Some of the students audition for
one ot the twenty $50 scholarship,
while some of the students receive
financial support form service
organizations in their home town.
Greenlee said that many of the
nation's music camps have been
forced to close down in the past five
years due to financial shortcomings,
but the Foster camp has survived.
"Eastern's camp is continuous
because of the quality operation
that we have here," explained
Greenlee. A lot of kids come back
every year because it has been a
good experience for them."
Greenlee said that the students
are exposed to both classical and
popular music so that they have
gotten both sides of the story by the
time they head home.
The big event comes on the final
Friday, when the orchestra, band
and choir put on a final
performance.
The Foster music camp begins
June 5 and runs for four consecutive
weeks.

152 Killarney Lane - Room 101

THE CONTACT LENS CENTER

624-9825

205'/i Geri Lane

9:00 - 5:00 Monday • Saturday
Call for an appointment today!

MATH & SCIENCE!
MAJORS
rfce AW Feree wM pay I
■relre ,t* a research
ami as veieeajenf

iP'

Richmond, Ky. 40475
623-6643 (or) 623-4267
to
Extended Wear Leneee We cany both the PERMALENS and
the HYDROCURVE Contact Leneee for extended wear It is
for you to wear the leneee contJhuouaV up to two

If you ere intareatad in this new development,
or telephone our office for an appowitmant.

Great
Trade-in Weekend
Thursday thru Sunday
$5.00 trade-in toward your Nike purchase with
your old Nike (other brands $3.00 trade-in).
Diablo

GST

-*v

AS AN AM FOffCI OFFICES: AT FULl SAIAIY YOU Will
SPEND IS MOUTHS AT TMI All FOtC! INSTITUTE OF
TICNNOLOGY EAMMw AN ENGINEEIING DIGUE
Caata*tMu»Pfcsn»p«at415E.KU
Bypass ■ Ricbsaead or Call
•23*418.

AIR FORCE

Mens and Womens
Reg. $22.99
$17.99
with trade ia of old Nikee

Cortez
Mens and Womens
ng.-$41.9B
$36.99
with trade-in of your old Nikee

cAdams^jpes "£

By Dan Lowe
Staff writer
Today, a year'* worth of hardwork and dedication wll begin to
see its reward Already, a number of
yellow school buses have pulled into the Alumi Coliseum parking lot.
The buses have are filled with
high school students. 1300 of them,
who will be participating in the
Industrial
Education
and
Technology's (IE&T) annual Student Craftsman's Fair.
The students, representing 30
Kentucky vocational schools, will
submit an estimated 1,500 projects
to be judged in this year's fair. The
events begin today and run through
Saturday.
In 1970. IE&T began sponsoring
the fair that director Mark
Williams, instructor of industrial
arts, terms aa "a strong plus" for
the students who participate.
Some of the projects that will be
presented include works in drafting,
metalworking,
woodworking,
graphic arts, leatherworking and
pleatst Students will also take part

in skills testa in these same areas.
Awards will be presented to
outstanding individual students as
well aa to the schools with the moat
winning projects.
"The fair helps to promote skill
development and good quality
workmanshfa in the schools," said
Williams. "It's also a really good
time for teachers to learn and share
"It'a sort of a recruiting effort,"
he added.
"The fair will be fun se well as a
good learning experience for
everyone involved," said Williams.
Williams also said that the fangives students the opportunity to
gain an education that they never
receive in the classroom.
One event that Wiliams feels
might be of interest to the university community ia a robotics
demonstration by Dr. James
Masteraon, associste professor of
industrial education. This exhibit
will be held at 10:30, in room 326 of
the Gibson Building.

r*
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OVC set for May 6

Colonels begin
OVC playoffs

if.

r-

By Thomaa Barr
Sport, editor
Going into the final road swing of
the season, Coach Jim Ward knew
- his baseball team needed at least a
split in its doubleheaders against
conference foes Youngstown State
and Akron.
If the team accomplished the
described feat, it would be on the
road now getting ready to play its
first-round game of the Ohio Valley
Conference
tournament
in
Morehead.
If it didn't, the team would be turning in their uniforms as the season
would be over and done.
Well, the uniforms are still being
worn and the team is on the bus
. after a successful trip up north.
After losing consecutive games to
Southeastern Conference opponents, die University of Kentucky and the University of Tennessee, the team rebounded to win
three of four important OVC
contests.
On Thursday, the team played a
t.winbill against the Penguins of
Younastown State
The outcome was identical to the
earlier meetings at Turkey Hughee
Field - one win and one lose.
The opener saw the Colonels fall
4-2 to the home team.
Steve Rabbolz allowed just two
earned runs and five hits but saw
his record drop to 4-2 on the season.
The Colonels did corns up with
eight hits, including three by infieldor Mike Sibio. However, ail of
the safeties wars of the singles variety and the team could only come up
with the pair of runs.
la the nightcap, one ran was all
Colonel pitcher Doug Lossy would
need as ho shutout the Penguins.
However, his teammates' bats came
fi alive to score plenty of runs in the
7-0 victory.
Lossy, a sophomore lefthander,
allowed just three hits and one walk
while striking out five batters in the
route-going performance.
"Looey pitched a super ball
said Ward. "Plus, our
».* i
played real weU. "
In fact, tht defense didn't commit
an error in the entire gam*, a rarity

Women to host
Boone Relays

this season for the young infield of
the Colonels.
The visitors scored four runs in
the first to take control of the gams
by capitalizing on just two hits, two

200 mater dash in 21.61 seconds to
give the Colonels a ascond- and

dayThe Colonels jumped out to a big
lead in the game but had to hold on
for dear life at the end.
David Baker, subbing for Richie
Brooks at third base, opened things
up with a grand slam in the first
inning to get it going.
Rocky Panaaflo was three for four
on the day to load the Colonels.
On the BBB^BWSI fiesliiiaii Ricky
Congleton lifted his record to 4-2 on
the year.
However, the righthander needed
relief help from Kevin Olive, Done
Peddicord and. finally. Stave Engel
to end the Zip comeback
In the "*afr»*T. Engel pitched
four innings to earn the 12-3 victory.
The team had 14 hits, taajsejaa
nine by the bottom three hitters in
the lineup.
"Wo worn pleased with our 7-8-9
hitters," said Ward. "Baker.
Pangallo and Sibio U had a big
weekend both at the plate and in the

l«
^
4
*

It was Mark Holstein and Chip
Cunningham who ware responsible
for the victory at the final doubles
slot.
The Netters faced Southern
IUinois-Carbondale and the outcome
la this match. Chris Smith came
away with a victory in the number
six singles

.J&^El^ *££?.*"*
taeey. sad Erdmann Tennsssss
^!yj^?y ""' ",U*IMI*
in the country.
According to Erdmann, the team
was DuemadI by the j-ne problem
it has gone through all year- no one
in seven field and distance eventa
"Wogavaaeey puiuUh.CSUII we
didn't have anyone entered in those
' aeid Erdmann "Wo just
I'll food dual- or trims at

oowe to Keoevaatelat ready for
the OVC and thU weekend'. Becky
Boone Relays.
TIM lone winner for the Lady Col
^ J& B^°SnXLTn»'
•*** "gb h nag 11 eWejad the top
spot with afoapof 6-feet, 9-mchss,
a new personal best.
Anna Stswart finished second in
the long jump with her leap of
lS-fost, 6-fochee.

Pangallo bit in all five games be
played and had a sizzling .643
average on the trip.
Sibio waa a .633 hitter and committed onh/ one error in the six
games.
And. Baker, who hasn't played a
whole lot this season, was seven
for-22 and had two homers and eight
RBI.
As a team, the Colonels batted
.340 and fielded at a .946 mark.

State was washed out by rain.
On Sunday, the Netters salvaged
a 9-0 win over IndUna State
University.
The match ssw everyone win for
the Netters.

4

2?™ffr !&*£&*

Now. the team is to play today
again.* Middle Tennessee in the
OVC tourney
Engel is scheduled to be on the
mound whan the gam* begins at

T^highjun^^wthsCoUa-U
sweep the top two spot..
Kenny Wilson and Laird McLean
both claared seven feet to tie for the
first-pbtcTbon^rT
John Gifchriet cantered the
400-meter run in a tea of 48.3
eeconds.
The final victory cams from the
1.600-motar relay team. The
foursome of Kevin Johnson, Andre
Fincher, Juan Mooby and Guchriat
covered the track fan 3:12tor the win.
. According to Erdmann. the team
aovaral fine non-winning

^^tlS^M^SZ
"* "3 eMsseoaS^ral good
.nous*
for the second-place honor.
^w**™ •"*
~T»— «~—
ImarleeaeOatbye ran .4:28 in the
>.eX»u>atmiuatolhaelitlikrlfaiths
•"•"*•
Finally. Bsrb.FennsU. a junior
from Cambridge, Ontario. Canada,
■'•<> finished third in. the
3,000-metsr run with her tune of
IfclT.
•Overall, it could have been bettor," said assistant coach Brian Andrews. "But we ran pretty well."

The lefty needs just one strikeout
to tie and two to brook the school
strikeout mark of 192, held by
Howie Roosch (1970-741.
Ward has Rebbolz scheduled for
the second game of the tournament.
The finals will be Saturday and
the winner will receive an automatic
bid to the NCAA tournament later
in May.

la the 100 motor
thoColoneUeBdn'thavstnsi
r. Bet it
did have tht
third and
fourth-place I
Rick White. Stanley Pringle and
Jerome Dorssy finished fat that
order for the Colonel*'
The 4tx>meter foursome of Vines
Scott. White, Pringle and Johnson
in a tine of 40.99

Photo by Pat Regan

. Brett Forbush hit in all six L
and drove in 11 runs while totting
at a .400 cup.

JP"

»"!» Y^ .**?. 2&1

Reliever John Abney hurls a pitch.

Scott followed that performaaca
with a chwdplari showing ba the
200-meter dash to a Urns of 21 44

The team was scheduled to begin
the Ohio Valley Conference tournament Friday in Clarksville, Tenn.,
on the campus of Austin Peay State
University.

ssronds

Ron Kings time of 3:66 1
enough to earn the senior a fourthplace finish in the l,600meter run.
Pringle finished fourth ia the

TbJo

wfll be a big one for
s track team

On Friday and Saturday, the
team will host its only meet of the
year in the Becky Boone ReUya at
the Tom Samuels.
"There wfll be some real good
teams," said Andrews, of the 24
BJCJBOOOW QC&OUUJOMJ

CO COQlaOw'CsB.

The rompotitioa will start at 10
a.m. Friday and again at 1 p.m. on
Saturday.
Wl» theeeeseaewboam* their
iavitational. the monwOI participate
in the Peon Relays ia Philadephia.
Both teems wfll participate in the
OVC i**m**k***Mmm May 9-7 at
Mmfiosobuift. T-^

Phis, tbs tandem of Wise and Gibson finished the weekend with a
perfect 3-0 mark.

Also, the duo of Wise and Gibson
won its second straight match.
The team got a reprieve when its
scheduled match against Illinois

The
leal
two
strong
performancee wore by relati ve
newcomers to the leader', boerc
Roaw Chapman placed fourth in
taeWO-ineter ran with adoelDaaoi
i .54 4
. . _
„
, .
And. Tim Harneaa surprised
avatyoos with hi. fourth-place
threw of 18* fset ia the javelin.
"Of the events we entered, we ran
vary well," said Erdmann.

Of tl»ev«U the teem did enter

Netters lose two of three road matches

By DaaDixoa
Staff writer
The final weekend road trip of the
I resulted in the man's tennis
1 coming away with just one win
• yn throe trios.
. 2 The Netters lost to Southern
Mlhnois-Edwardsville by a score of
w7-2.
\Z Tbs only winners for the Netters
^wors the number two and three
• -woublee teams.
— At the second doubles, Toad Wise
Chuck Gibson combined for the

it won the battle last weekend in
Knoxvttle, Taan.
The team participated in a
triaagnlar mast agatast tea Uaavarsky of Tsrw.ssss and the Univorai
ty of Kentucky fat ataaaiatluu for
the aprnnmn Ohio Valley Confsronce champfonaaipo.
•
Coach Rick Erdmanns runners
loot to host Tennessee 100-42.
However, their score was good
enough to overcome the 33 points

itcmnaa^wS^sSlwrr

field."

Baker had a solo homer, a double
and a single for the afternoon.
Pangallo want three-for throe to
collect six hits for the twinbill.
Sibio. who has boon pkiying both
second boas and shortstop this
season, added three hits in four
at-bats.
After pitching poorly in the first
gams, Peddicord cams in and
pitched a near-perfect game to pick
up the save. He alao struck out six
Zip batters in bis throe innings of
work.
"We wars pliaoad the way we
played on the trip." said Ward.
"Our infield defense was much better and we swung the bats well,
too."
On the six-game road trip that
started off last Wednesday with a
split against Cincinnati, the team
put together some impressive

i-^ *"■*-■■ «■»•••»■

JS^SZSSSSSSS.

After a rain out against BaldwinWallace on Friday, it was Urns to
invade the Akron Zips the following

Shoe
SPORTS OUTLET

On KIHarney Square
ns>sf fa Hesante kw

EASTERN SCHOOL
OF HAIR DESIGN

NEED MONEY,
BILLS,
PROBLEMS?

ALL PHASES OF
BEAUTY WORK

Try

•ri
i-

il

V2 the Price
OF
REGULAR BEAUTY SHOPS
SXOMpW:

Hainan, MJ iiyle Si,/i
112 S. 2nd

.

62i-H72

Nw^wAorHI -

Sports Shoes
for
Everyone

JIMS
PAWN SHOP
L*ath«r Low Cut

enjoy your job
and your spare time too(

BW .< reo'.-io*

Lwathor High Top *29**

BUY.
SELL,
, TRADE

•21*

Turf Clwaf

SALARY- STARTS FROM $17,000 AND INCREASES ANNUALLY
TO $29,000 IN FOUR YEARS

Cross Court
Joggwrs

3rd & Water SI.

QUALIFICATIONS- BSN DEGREE OR 3-YEAR DIPLOMA WITH ONE YEAR
OF EXPERIENCE.

Wm Be U.o.d Boghuriig UM«S1C World
From 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. "1

YEARS OLD BUT UNDER 35 YEARS OLD.

BENEFITS— * 30

We will be open until Gruduatic *£*** G™***»A
on Saturday, May 14, 1983. w-ht

YOU MUST BE AT LEAST 20

DAYS PAID VACATION

* RAPID ADVANCEMENT
* WORLDWIDE TRAVEL

For more, information contact:

HOURS: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

WWWWWWWWWfS

lid Lunch
nd

oiL-Sat.
iamburgers'CheesebuTgers'*
hili*Bc«n Soup'French Fries*
Fkh'Hot Ham*
Hamburger Ground Fresh"

Saturday Special $2.00
Spaghetti And Garlic Bread
wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwweT

NAVY NURSE OPPORTUNITIES
600 FEDERAL PLACE
SUITE 1058
LOUISVILLE, EY 40202
or call collect:
(502) 582-5174

WILL BE ON CAMPUS: April
27U, »tk. 2ftk ia tk. PwweU Bis*
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Lady Netters romp over Akron
By(
Staff writer
The Lady Nsttars ended their
season last weekend by spliting s
pah" of matches.
On Friday. Coach Martha
Mullins' team lost s 6-3 decision to
the University of Alabama-

Last chance
This ia it.
Today ia the final edition of The
Mmttm Pram*, this year and thmt
msanstheendofsnotherlong. hard
T«ar.
The last dance.
A time when the seniors are har>
Py «*d "d to be getting out of

■Mat
•

A time for thereat of the student*
(• just be thankful that another
yasr ia over and done.
It time to ait back and thank a few
people who have tolerated yours tru-

Also to those same people who
wrote stories or shot pictures that
never made the paper, thanks for
not fl'sfHlia, tMnnpmmt Sjg MSJBSjfcg
my typewriter on the around (even
though it couldn't hurt it since it
doesn't work anyways).
And in closing, the final tribute
goe« to the two senior editors, the
section editors and our. advisor.
They had to listen to si the complaining that goes on in the office.
It U those people who dedicated
40 to 50 hours s week to present a
paper that is of a vary high quality
week in and weak out
It ia those people who have
•aerified their gradee. their social
lives and their sanity to serve and
inform the collage community.
Somehow, someway, wa always
seam to overcome the dtearay that
overtakes the office on Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday to got the
paper out on Thursday.
I twUl be Different next year when
we lose our top two seniors who take
all the sarcaam in stride.
It has ban a real experience this
year and I hope Iwilbt around
next year to join in on all the fun.
Have a good summersnd well see
you all next fall.

strong team; however, we played
hard and didn't get into any three
set situations," said Beckwith.
"This is s sign of how well we are
playing."
Mullins said she was excited to
play Akron, which is s fellow Ohio
Valley Conference foe.
Halbauer defeated Ellen Ferrsto
6-2, 6-4 in the top singles.
Spangenberg followed her win
over Alabama with a 6-4, 6-4 win
over Sharon Ferrette.
Lordee Bolinger fell prey to
Rupert by a count of 6-4, 6-1.
Waldron, after a heartbreaking
loss on Friday, came back to destroy
Cssey O Conner 6-0, 6-0
And Wolf notched a 6-2. 6-4 victory over Karen Pancoast in the
final singles match.
"Everyone played well," said
Beckwith.
In doubles action, Halbauer and
Spangenberg defeated Ferrsto and
Bolinger 7-6, 6-1.
"I was excited when we defeated
Akron's number one-seeded doubles
team because they had defeated
Morehead's number one doubles
team," said Mullins 'Hopefully,
this will result in s good position
(seeding) in the OVC tournament."
Waldron and Rupert defeated the
duo of Ferrette and Moconile 6-0,
6-4.
The last match had Wilson and
Fiveash beating O Conner and Pancoast 6-3, 6-2,
The weekend results ended the
Lady Natter season with a 4-5 mark
heading into the OVC tournament,
scheduled for Friday and Saturday
in Murfreesboro. Tenn.

"The 6^3 finish isn't s bad showing sgsanstAlsbarna-nothing to be
dissstisfisd with," said Judy
Beckwith. assistant temia coach
However her boss, Mullins,
disagreed and added that her team
mayhavebseninsweofthereputa
lion Alabama haa gained
The top-seeded Chris Halbauar
lost to Lynns Chary by s 7-6. «-3
"It was an exceptionally wall
played match, "eaid Beckwith of the
freshman's performance
Krieti Spangenberg. playing the
number two position, came away
with s 6-4, fr4 straight set victory
over Linda Mohlman.
Back in bar arcuetonod third
position after playing in the •scond
spot the last match. Joy Rupert loot
a 6-4, 6-2 match against Oman
Edwards.
The other Lady Nettar singles victory waa by Susan Wilson. The
fourtheeed defeated Hilary Warren
7-6.64.
According to Beckwith. the bast
match of the day matched the two
teams fiftbeseded pUyers.
Freshman Jaannie Wlsdron battled it out Ssplnst Jeanne Burrow
before losing a 7-6, 7-6 match.
"Jeannie played exceptionally,'
said Beckwith.

Ths firat round of thanks muat go
' to the coaches of aH the teams
They muat be thanked for being
patient with my runnkig into their
officea at ail hours of the day and
always running right on itsaflHnii
• For all the times I might have
misspelled a name, messed up a
•core or forgot to do a story.
, It has ban a real sxpnisncs to
work with a dedicated group of people who don't really gat* whole of
credit but a lot of criticism.
■ And luckily, the coachee haven't
expressed a lot of criticism about
' the stories that were written. And
when there were some troubles, they
let me know what they thinking and
we triad to straighten everything
out.
- A sports section, or any part of a
newspaper for that matter, couldn't
operate if it had to constantly worry
about censorship by the '•"f'ti
By Paula Ward
The next round of graditude
Staff writer
should go the athletes.
Sprained ankles, ton ligaments,
They are the ones all this athletic pulled muscles - It's almost
busmeas is all about and its been fun unavoidable. Where there ara
watching all of them n action.
athletic*, there ara bound to be
There have been a lot of athletes athletic injuries.
come and go but this years crop has
For Bobby Barton, it'a all hi a
been enjoyable to cover.
day's work.
The administration deserves s bit
Barton baa been the university's
of thanks.
sthletk trakw since 1976. Besides
That runs from Donald Combs, treating injuries suffered by
the athletic director, to Karl Park, Eastern's uxercollegiate athletes.
the sports information director, to Barton ia also a teacher.
Paul Lambert, the photographer,
"Some trainers pursue the sports
and to Hugh Davis, the guy with all end of the held only, " ssid Bsrton.
the stst books.
"But I like to teach, tea"
Don wnl probably be glad to rid
Barton said he became interested
of me once I gat out of here. Who in training while working toward hia
else would go in and talk to someone master's degree fat physical educathree or-four times for one story? tion and special education at
Well, st least I knew the facts were Marshall University in Huntington. Dr. Bobby
always right.
W. Va.
"Ie«t*u>L_
Karl will be jubhsant whan ha
After having Marshal, he spent education," ssid Barton. "But not
knows I won't be calling him up try- two summers at Texaa A at M work- all trainers are cut out for graduate
ing to confirm the lstest rumor or ing on hia certification program to school. I know some excellent
get the latest sports score.
corrective therapy and adaptive trainers who have not gone on."
And Paul will be surprised when physical education.
Barton thinks, though, that the
no one comes in dejected on Monday
After attending graduate school experience of graduate school haa
afternoon bagging for a picture of a snd receivkig numerous certificates. made bun a better instructor.
Barton asaa the value to an educa"I waa ■ui.issd to the acfeaca of
Finally. Hugh won't have to tion; however, be says not all education - bow universities ara
worry about me running down and trainers need this much education. funded, operated and financed,"
disturbing bun while he is working
on his awn stuff.
There la no way one person can
cover everything but with the help
fit these people, it was dona fairly

Hioto by Carrmy Braet

Senior Joy Rupert hits a volley at practice.
Bmfly Duke eaafly defeated the
sixth-seeded Peggy Wolf by
straight set scores of 64. 64.
In the doubles action. Halbauer
and Spangenberg teamed up to
defeat Cleery and Warren in a
p»^"Hfr msfrh
The winnaig team of Halbauer
Spangenberg won the first set 7-6,
loot the next one by that same 7-6
margin before coining back to
shutout their npponsnta 6-0 in the
deciding set.
According to Beckwith. Halbauar
and Spangenberg ware playing
mediocre tennis but they "finally
got their act together and had a

strong finish"
Mullins said she waa particularly
happy with the outcome of that
assess!

The second doubles saw the duo
of Rupert and Waldron lose out to
Mohlman and Burrow by a 6-0. 6-3
count.
The third and final doubles match
want to Susan Carver and Edwards
aa they defeated ShariFiveash and
Wilson 6-3. 6-2.
The following day the Lady Natters wars invaded by the University of Akron.
This time, the home team came
out on top and defeated the Zipe VO.
"They aren't an exceptionally

Barton just what the doctor ordered for ill athletes
said Barton. "I faal that's a phis for

Bsytown, Texaa. "There's no limit
to what needs to be dona."
In addition to his degress, Bsrton
Bsatdee bus presidential office.
also went through an four-year. Barton ia also ex-offido member of
Intsa^ahippwjgiaiuunosracartined
19 NATA mmmlrtesa
trainer.
Barton said he is particulary
"I waa lucky. I worked under
intereeted in the license, certifies
tion, professional education and the
Ralph Berlin." said Barton. "He's
now heed trainer for the Pittsburgh
ethics committees.
"We are trying to get legislation
pessed in all 60 states hke Kentucky
Barton is not the only one who
has," ssid Barton, " where all
tends to mending the hurts of the
athletic trainere must be certified."
athletes, "but the buck stops with
Bsrton said the position of NATA
president ia one that needs a full "Having David Green and Hasel
time admmistra tor /pubic relations
Andoenahlssoursportatesmstobe
person in charge.
in the proximity of an athletic
The opportunities to apeak and to
trainer durtog the majority of the
prscticee and all of the competigive preeentstlons ara endless,
tions," ssid Barton.
according to Barton. However, ha
Barton was recently elected presidoesn't want that job.
dent of the National Athletic
"I can't always oblige the invitation* to apish some w fern a because
Trainers sssnwawawan (N AT A (.
"I've been president for leee than
my main responsibility ia to
r," saic Barton, a native of
Eastern," said Barton, "I enjoy
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photographers and staff writers on
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teaching and training too much to
give it up."
Barton ssid his job at the university ia a good one and some of his
closest friends are former trainers of
the university.
"I hear from all of them,
especially when we do well," ssid
Barton. "Like when we go to the nationals, which is getting to be s
habit. They all have a close personal
contact with Eastern."
"This is a people-oriented job,"
said Barton, who is married to the
former Jojeen Chestnut. They have
a four-year-old son, Brian. "I probably enjoy my job more than most
people. I like coming to work in the
morning."
"While you can't win any personality contests in this job. you get
to know a wide variety of people
from
a
wide
variety
of
backgrounds." said Barton. "I like
that. And I think III stay here."

strainer."
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Bird, Wermuth selected Athletes of the Year
Dedication leads SlO Bird soars high
Wermuth to top d^Mfe following draft
By Brian BUJr

Buff writer
Never let it be Mod th«t Ron Wermuth ia a sucker for punishment.
These days, be ia the fk-st to admit
that backyard basketball might
beet be left to memory.
And he has only his daughter to
Had she not learned bar athletic
lessons ao well, and had she not
polished them ao eager ry. the poor
fallow might still salvage a bit of
bygone pride every eo often, just the
way he once did, once upon a time
when be and hie daughter would
square-off in a game of one-on-one.
In the peat, the father, re-opening
the scrapbook of youth, could push
himself to beat the kid on the rise,
and be could smile And in the
"Now whan aha comae home from
collage." said the elder Wermuth. "I
put my anaalrara in the closet and
hope it rains."
Tina Wermuth, who finished her
Colonel basketball career slightly
more than a month ago, has changed in four years, to be sure. She
hasn't lost to her father in a long
while. She is older. Wiser. In fact.
the kid on the rise is now a woman
at the top.
Thie weak, the university'a
coaches voted bar Female Athlete of
the Year. The honor will take its
place beside the others; All-Ohio
Valley Conference (four years), All
Kentucky Women's Intercollegiate
Conference (1960-81), and EKU
basketball's 1981-82 Sportswoman
of the Year, elected by her
"It (the latest award) surprised
me," Wermuth said "I didn't a»
pert it. Coach (Diane) Murphy says
when I'm on the floor, people won't
recognise the things I do unless
they really know the game of
basketball."
' Threetimee during the peat 14-12
season, canoeing coaches have approached Mane Murphy and arrived at the aame ronrsaatnrr "Tkt
player a» yoar team la Wermuth,'

they
"What they're talking about ia
not necessarily the unsafe, bat every
other category in the BUM," said
Murphy. "Sbe makes our team go.
She's always the player to come op
with the steel whan aw need it. or
the big rebound, and aba always
knows who to foul if the situation
calls for it"
On March 4, late in the season at
Murray State, Tina Wermuth
reminded everyone-if they needed
reminding - that aha ia inched tht
player.
Hslftime found the Cokmele down
by SI points, and it found Wermuth
frustrated enough to unleash the m
tensity, the firm reeolve that years
of backyard psrknp games bad
taught.
"I came out the second half and
played kind of stupid. I went crazy,
running all over the floor," aba
riealsd. allowing the iiannory to
materialize in a wide smile.
When the game ended Wermuth,
tht player, had tallied a game-high
20 points (13in the second half). 12
rebounds, ant steals (al in the second half), and two blocked shots in
a 6648 victory.
"Tina Wermuth almost amgtohandidly won that balkjame." said
Murphy.
Murray State never argued.
e e e
Don't ask her to remember. Please
don't ask bar to lemamhar.
Because Wermuth, bless bar intense soul, forgets quite easily. She
cannot retrace the details of a game
in which aba baa just played any
better than Johnny Carson can
salvage a punch Una ha has just
blown.
And her statistics? Are yon
kidding?
" I never keep up with them." she
said, not knowing enough to mention that aha lad her team in both
rebounding and steals this season
•She's never paid any attention to
that stuff," Son Wermuth said.
"She's never had to. Really, the on
ly thing maporte the aid ever wor-

riad about waa winniag."
Let the rest of the f oks score the
points, for goodness sake. Just give
Tins Wermuth the toughest.
sive assignment, and let the
atty take cara of ^a raa^.

By George
Staff a—
The day wesunusuely sunny for
the rain-drenched apring that
seemed determined not to come.
Students beaked in the eun's rays
sprawled on beach towds or walked
casually through the bursts of sunshine which filtered through the
campus' many trees.
But, in a small dorm director's
apartment in ahaudOMsd Mattox
H all. the balance of a future hung
precariously throughout the day, as
Steve BM Ma famuy aad close
friends, waited nervouely for the
announcer's words.
The writ wee long; the suspense
and the wandering wen sometimee

How the coaches voted
Each coach was sllowed to select three piayers one 3-2-1 point basis.
The athlete that received the highest number of points earned the honor
of Athlete of the Year. This year and from here on out, only seniors wul
be eligible far the award
She had never even played a man
to-man defense before aba came to
Eastern. At Fabdafe Ugh School in
Louisville, a zone defense waa the
only defense. Yet, armed with a
quiet trust, she learned to adjust.
"She waa always wiling to work
no matter what mood she waa in."
said teammate Lisa Goodin.
Two dsys into last summer, Wermuth broke bar left wrist. Days
afterward, despite a cast, aba waa
playing basketball again, unable to
Qee from the sport's magnet
"I will play.'* aba ssid, "no matter what.''
In four years at Eastern, she missed three games
And even though aha will miss
competitive beaketbefl fa the future,
aha certainly hasn't missed an opportunity to ponder the impact of
the past.
"Evan though you might not
sccrealrtofpointa."aheaeid,"you
still wonder what people thank
about you"
Now you know. Thai Wermuth.
Now you know.

excruciating But. still the question
remained, when will they call my
For Stave Bird, thai .
late on Tuesday afternoon.
- It waan't until the 6th round of
the National Football Leegues
draft that the announcement came
over Ufa Entertafaaneat and Sports
Programming Network (ESPN).
Bird, the 1963 Coechee Athlete of
the Year, had been drafted by the
St. LoufaOvdnuwa.
A step toward the realization of
s Ufa's dream sabot at rrofcosiona]
footbal was all that Bird had asked
for.
"I just want to play pro ball."
said Bird "It's something I want to
do van badly. The NFL, to me, is
football"
For a play who waa once told ha
was too smell to play for the University of Kentucky, the school he grew
up hoping ha would attend. Bird has
proved a lot by jwat being drafted.
Nonetheless, a* hah that hi r wild
oflarakStothetoamthatafraahbn

"I reeily and truly believe that I
could be effective for somebody,"
said Bird. "There were a lot of col
leges that didn't think I could do
anything.
"Coach Kidd ssw something and
I did aomething for them. I feel the
same way about going into pro balL
"I wast the NFL and I want my
shot. I'm going to prove myself."
Bird spent much of his Ufa proving himself to people who wrote him
off as being too alow or too small.
But be peraervered and with the
encouragement of his parents, went
on to become somewhat of
athletic celebrity at Corbin High
School where he lettered 14 times in
various sports.
A eoftapoken individual. Bird
described almost reverently the
respect and love ha feels far Ida
perente. His greatest Joy. he said.
is that his friends respect and like
ht« parents too.
"A lot of people have teed ana.
'You have the ai sat eat urn wits I've
"I think I myself am just a reflection of what they are. They al way s
raised me to have respect and treat
others with respect."
An only child. Bird said he waa
helped by his perente in his athletic
career, but never push ad into
anything be didn't want to do.
"They've always al
me." said Bird. They
ma into athletics, but my dad told
me, 'If you're going to do H, you're
going to do it right."
And he did do it right. So much
eo that he made a name f or himself
OB two national championship
teams, not to mention two second
place finishers. •
But his sojourn at the university
did not CaWM aaWiut by chawy.
When he was recruited oat of high
school. Bird mat coach Boy Kidd
and immediately spotted what he
prtSaKi zDOafC in faw COACH flod niwafKor.
"I had kward about coach Kidd,
hut when I met him - that's what
r hanged nay nwiea Ha1

Steve Bird
and sat in my living room aad
talked to me. He was the moat
honeet with me.
"He told aBa. You're going to
have to come in and ea
You're going to have to
name far yourself.'" said Bird.
•Tbeiwaen'tbemgarecruiteror
a coach that was being a friend I
said to myeeif,'If that"s how he ia
with me now. that's how he's always
going to be."
Bird to leuaawharsit for many exciting momsnte throughout bis
career and dnriner hfe asnior season
the madia finally began to
Chosen as an All-American by
Kodak, the Associated Press and
United Press International, Bird
also received honors from the Ohio
Valley Conference and from his
At the annual football awards
banquet. Bad was selected by his
teammates as Offensive Player of
the Year. One award out of many,
ha described this aa the "most
eattofying."
Despite all ths accolades
showered upon him. Bird would
ratiMrdeearthepraiee to the players
and coaches who helped him reach
his potential.
"Using ask*tad is an honor for me
and I think it ia an honor for the
football teem and my coarhkig
.teif." said Bird
'Maybe I got the figures
(statistics), but I wouldn't have
them without the other aUysra and
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Barger makes name for himself in rookie season
fiStrilT™*
with hi. dad and
to
-J golf eoureas and
. five-year-old HUM
doawlopou an early interest
in thai
a mamfaar of the golf team
at the ■nlvoisiij, Mid that ha
reeer.
much erf hu esriy training
from

"I atartad following hfan around
.J^Zt!*?*^*??™??
■ad
got interested" In goU. ha eeid.
"Ha was a good amatanr player."
At tha asp of 14, Barger began to
racaiva training from ■ pro golfer
He waa instructed by Hobart Grove,
who ia now retired, at tha golf
oonraM in hia hometown of Oak
rUdfa.T«m.
"Ha totoaad and halpad i
I cam. to college," Mid B

Than
more than
a **
golf
TV-. m
*" ■"•
*•""_•
scholarship that promptd Barger s
dirndl to attend thU univaraity.
"I Ukad tha coach, I liked tha
school and I liked th. guy. on tha
Leaving home and going away to
school can often result in a period
of adjustment for many etawaawo]
however. Barger aaid being on the
golf team helped him edjuet.
"When I ant here. I belonged to
not Una I waa an outinto something," he

OVC playoff preview
Tha Md of tha anting aaaaon ia
quickly approachkig for tha
univaraity'• apart, team*.
Lookmg ahead to th. upcom
ingcooiwano.tournameaU.th.
coacha.aU had their opinion, on
the favorite, for thevarioue Ohio
Valley Confwence crown..
The hae.hell team will be mak
etmight sppearanc. i
•on play when it open.
iU OVC play today at noon at
Moreheed. tha ate of the
The team, which finished secondinthe Northern Diviaion of
tha OVC. win play Southern
Drvheon winner and llfiiilliig
tha opening round of the double
elimination competition.
"Any of the four taame could
win fct." aaid Coach Jim Ward.
We are playing wall right now."
The ana thing that worriee
Wardi.aomathingh.heanooon
trolover.
According to Ward the field at
•forehead ha. vary abort
in right field, which
it a home run con teat
Utters.
"The bad thing is that we may
locate well and .till gat boat."

Ward.
Steve EngalU expected to get
tha Mil in today', opener with
Stave lUbhotz elated to pitch the
The women's tennia tournawil get under way on Friday and conclude with the finals
on Saturday.
"We're wtlriparteg a third6lace finiah," eeid Judy
eckwith. aaaiatant coach.
"With the lock of the draw, we
could finiah in i
Beckwitheaid
Chris
Kriati Spangenbsrg and1 Susan
Wfleon ere all
fiaabstsin
The Lady Coloaeb' beet shot
at a championship trophy i
to rest on the shoulders of their
top double, teem of Halbauer

Golf takes up a great deal of hi.
time, so Barger sacrifice, his social
life to keep up with his school work
and golf.
"We mise a lot of school while
we're on trips," ho arpawnod
Miaatng deesee makes it easy to
ant behind In ■mignnenU, aaid

The man's tennia team will alao
take to the court, this weekend.
Coach Tom Higgina tooted
Murray State aa the favoriUe in
tha team competition.

According to Barger, "competi-

RUM

Over the years.
has been
vears. Barger
Barn* hb^
involved in quite a bit of competition and managed to do well.

According to Barger,
Baraer. unuaual
unusual
things can happen during a game ol
golf.

"I won all the city tournaments,"
in Oak Ridge, he said.

On one occasion. Barger said ha
"hit a golf ball and it hit a bird flying by" and lolled it.
Another time, Barger and hia
cousin were running to tha club
houM whan lightening struck
something nearby.

Barger wee the runner-up in tha
American Junior Classic in tha 16-to
19-year-old
diviaion
during
Thankagivkis;. He also qualified for
the U.S. Junior Tournament and
played in the State Insures Tournament in Oak Ridge.
At present, Barger has a 76.1
stroke average, which ia the second
on tha team.
But he was at his beet when it sll
counted- at the Ohio Valley Con
fareart Sjnaa^pJBaanwM sasaeeW and
Tuesday.
Barger won hia first college
tourney whan be edged out teammate sgaj defending champion Pat
Stephana by juat two stroke.
Barger fired a three-round total of
219 to capture the crown.

"We're al like one team, like a
brotherhood." explained Barger.
Another adjustment Barger aaid
he faced when he came to the univaraity waa the neceeeity to budget hia

Tha ■■■latent coach bated
Moreheed and Murr.y States*
tha two team, to beat hi taw

"Murray look, to be a little
ahead of ewMfgaw right now,"
said Higgina "But in the tournament, anything can happen."
Tha tournament will be held
Friday and Saturday in
Clark.ville.Tenn.

WrBMMMB^yL.

Barger

tion" ia what appeal, to him tha
moat about the sport.

"He ia a vary good player" end
has "a very good golf awing," said
Bobby Seaholm. golf coach.

"I waa knocked off my feet" he
eeid.
Barger end hia cousin received
minor burn si juries on the bottoms
of their feet as a result of the
incident.
Besides golf, Barger, a finance
major, ia intereeted in sports care.
He credits hu Dad for spurring this
interest in "high performance cere."
"I've always bean around cars
and enginea," aaid Barger. who
OWM a Maada RX7.
Looking ahead to the future, the
freshman golfer said, "I'd like to
turn pro."
But for now, "I hope to play well
on the golf team." arid Barger.

Second straight sweep

e e a
The remaining two squads that
will vye for an OVC title are the
men'a and women'a track twin
However, they wul have to
wait until May 6-7 to make a run
for tha crown.
The men'a favorite ia Middle
Tenmaaif, according to Coach
RickErdmann.
"We finished second in the
indoor, and we were a better
indoor than outdoor teem." eeid
Erdmann. "Our goal is to finish
in the top three.7'
Erdmann aaid the teem wul
again be hurt by the lack of entrants in the dacua, javelin, shot
put and diatanca events.
"We are hoping our .printer..
middle rhatawM nmnera ami our
jumpers can carry us.'

Colonels claim individual, team titles
By'
Sports editor
For the second straight year, the)
Colonela' golf team captured the
Ohio Valley Conference team and individual title.
After struggling to just an eight
stroke lead through the first 27
holes, the team coasted to a 23
stroke victory, its thud in the last
four yearn.
RUM Barger, a freshman from
Oak Ridge, Tenn., won the individual title with a 219 total.
It waa the first win of Barger s
collegiate career but he had to hang
on to dear Ife in the final round.
Teammate Pet Stephana, who
won the crown last year, waa in 16th
place whan Tuesday's last 27-hola

round began. But the aenior posted
a three undsr-por round of 68 to
come withai just two strokes of forcing a playoff with Barger.
"We weren't worried after the
first 27 holes." aaid Coach Bobby
Seaholm. 'We played our worst golf
the first 27 holes and we were still
up by eight stroke., eo I wasn't too
worried."
Barger end Stephens had plenty
of help in leading the squad to the
OVC teem title.
Kelly Fimey and Barry Wehrman
were tied for sixth place with 64-hole
totals of 226.
And Tim Duignan checked to with
a total of 229.
The second-place team waa Mur-

ray State with a 908 total and
Moreheed State with a 910 for the
twoday competition held at London
Country Club.

The season isn't over for the Colonel, as some of the team competed
in a tournament held Wadneeday at
the Danville Country dub.

"We've beaten every OVC team
all year, eo I didn't thfckk we would
lose," aaid Seaholm. "The reason
the margin of victory waa dose was
because we played bad the first 27
holes and Moreheed and Murray
had their finest tournaments of the
year."

This wiihond. the team will be
participating in the University of
Kentucky Invitational,

Morehead's Mike Shafer. Austin
Peay'a Brad Van Kirk, Murray's
Tom Casper end the university's
Barger and Stephens were choeen to
the All-OVC squad for 198243.
The Colonela have now won the
tournament in 1980,1982 and 1983.

Seaholm labels the event ea having a "tremendous field" laaaaaawg
Ohio State, Alabama. Tennessee,
South Carolina and Furman.
Seaholm snd his team are presently trying to grab an spot in the upcoming NCAA championships.
"We are close to being a very
good team nationally," aaid
Seehohn 'We've gotten respect
from other top teams and they know
we have a good team."

On the
coach Brian Audi ewe aeee Murray State aa the favorite.
However, the Lady Colonela
should be close behind.
"It will come down to who has
the better laid event, people,"
saidAndrewa.
According to Andrewa. Roee
oamera (hi the lWHeaw daah)
Oeatbyfc* ^ht* thv

1.500 meter run) should be the
top rawmdeaM to win individual
Bate
Both the mane and
track finala will be held May 6-7
in Murfreeaboro. TeniL, on the
campus of
i Univaraity.

Spring has sprung at ARTLEY'S in the
SHOPPERS VILLAGE PLAZA!!
We've got Knit-tops, Shorts. Swimwear,
Skirts, Dresses-all at our everyday low prices!

NAME BRAND JEANS INCLUDING:
LEE,LEVI'S,CHIC and CALVIN KLEIN!!!
Treat your winter weary body to a new
spring outfit at JUITUY'St
Store Hra.
Mon.-Sat.
10-9
Sunday
1:30-5:30

i U

SHOPPERS VILLAGE PLAZA
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Tha following report* wan made
to the Division of Pulic Safety:
Afrtl*
Aa»le MoKee of Martia HaU nserted
Hit theft of hat wallet from the drculation deek ai the library. The item was
valued at $15.
AarBl*
Peal T. KhBhaH of Todd HaU wae arraetad on ■ charfe of driving under the
influence of intoxicants
axoxasal P.Tisalwaa of Palmar Hall
waa aiieeted oa a charge of public
intoxication.
Tarri Deviae of Martin HaU reported
that someone had broken into the trunk
of bar car. which waa parked n the Alumni CoUaeum lot Damage to the vehicle
•H reported at i222.
Keith Allee of Dupree HaU reported ■
fire in the treah chute at Dupree Tbt|
building wa evacuated, the fire depart
meat responded and the fire wee
•xtinguiehed
April 17:
Robert CoW. deek worker at Todd HaU.
reported the amell of smoke on the 11th
floor of Todd. The building waa
evacuated aad the Are department
reeponded An investigation waa con-,
ducted and it was determined that a light
ballast had burned out end caused the
Aaa Redd of Case Hal reported the
theft of s purse from her room. The item
was reportedly valued at $15
April IS:
J.D. Parka, deek worker in the Powell
Building, reported that s purse was'
found in the women's iseliiiiiii in Powell
It waa later found that the purse belonged to Deborah III !■■ of Case HaU.
M add™ arid aha dad not know it had
Vickie Narfleet of Martin Hall

Jeff Haulage of Palmer HaU waa arreated on a charge of public intoxication.
April aw
Kelly J. Durham of Clay HaU was arrested on a charge of driving under the
Influence of intoxicanU.
April 24:
Innocent Nasrse of Keene HaU
reported the theft of two textbooks from
his room. The items were reportedly
valued at ML
Steven Farley of 67S Brockton
reported the theft of a basket ball from
Room 118 in the Begkry Building The
item was reportedly valued at 135
The following caaaa which appeared in "Police Boat" were filed
in the Madison County Diatrict
Clerk's office. Thin foUowup contains only the judge's ruling in each
case:
Brian Wright waa found not guilty on
the charge of driving under the influence
of intoxicanU al hie trial on March 10.
Joel Seal, waa found act guilty on the
charge of public in toxica tion at his trial
on Fab. 10.
Billy G. Newton wee sentenced to 90
days in the County jail for aeaault fourth
Brian a Okas wae fined S2S7.60 for
charges of ik llifcag under the infhienre of
IneeeJeeeOg
Kevin L. fliaanliiuVi wae fined $47.50
for pubhc intoxication
Robert M. Dak sill wee fined $137.60
for posesaion of marijuana.
Paul D. Aewnaak wae fined $257.50 for
driving under the influence of
intoxicanU
Joel D. Daw i in was sentenced to work
for the county.
Michael T. Keberts'chsrges of
■ isrslsss driving. attempting to elude
police and having no tail tights wore

rwpOtwBwt waxoQ WDtwl Oaf aaxoxowaawl wSeoSBasxM Iwei

the baeemant ha Martin. The building
waa evacuated and the the department
reeponded Invsetigetlon revealed that
the smoke waa reming from a stove,
I until it could be
FA VeaHehaharg. a postal inspector
in Cincinnati, reported the theft of a MO
moony or dor from Psttiwck Brtwi of
Commonwealth Hall. The check
laaostadV had bean stolen on campus
I by an unknown parOracle Biaullii of Tslford HaU
reported the theft of a earners and til
la cash from Room 11 in the Carter
Building. The item waa reportedly
valued at 000.
»!■■■■ Iiiaai. of Ceee HaU was cited
on a charge of pel
i on of marijuana.
(Mean ■ ■!■} reported the theft of s
rank* I Ik end »160 in traveler's cheeks
-

AariUft
leadsl Thaeker of Apt. e-B VUlege
Square Ap«a. wee arrwrted on a charge
n( [lehlli te*"-lTt<"n
wwaasa Neal of Commonwealth Hall
reported the theft of the license plete
from hie car. which was parked on Kit
Careon Drive in front of the Begkry
J.RdilsiiaofOCBamburger
Ava., Lariageam. waa cried on a charge
of po
iuu of marijuana
Patricia Bseths of Burnam HaU
reported the theft of swatch and a dees
ring from bar room. The items ware
lepaUtny valued at II10.
Jeamas Chflairs of Keane HaU reported
the theft of s wallet from his room The
M in cash

2

|
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of Todd HaU reported
triad to enter Ida dorm
r had bean split vertically, but no one entered the room and
nothing was wported stolen
April M:
Deris Be. of Keen. Hall,
ce a charee of driving under tlw influence
of intoxicants
, Stephea Jrisssa of Keene HaU waa
■lasted on aehatg»ri«Ma«uudei the
infhienre of iatozicanta.
David Casey of Commonwealth HaU
reported the theft of s dtiama bond radio
and an squallier from hia car, which was
parked in the Vabhoose lot The mam waa
reportedly valued at 1170.
- Nasejr Forward of McGregor HaU
xaportedtaethsftofenAhwTM-iiiitti
player from her car, which was perked
la the I sarastsr lot. The ken waa
reportedly valued st 1460.
fan Hi Biajill of Keens HaD wasatreeted on a charge of public tatoxicatioo.

Mattox,
Burnam
to re-open

Michel Meoriooey was fined $47.50 for
public intoxication.
Phibp L-Yowage wae fined $277.50 for
driving under the influence of
intoxicanU.
nrie suaflw was fined 1107.60 for driving under the influence of intoxicanU
Biklilnn hadaaunmamskwned
for him tor HM charg— of d»»oroWly conduct and resisting arrest
Bibk) Woods was aawawwaa to work
for the county for posssssion of
marijuana.
Mssgaisl Pruali waa aeatancsd to
work for tha county for possession of
marijuana.
WBaoa. P. MrCaa was fined $47.60 for
public intoxication.
John R. Raynaewd wa. inoil $47.50 for
public intoxication
Joba W. Gowk, wae fined $47.60 for
public intoricatioa. .
Todd Klatftoaa waa fined $47.50 for
pubhc intoxication.
Waariy J. BsHnalia was fined $247.50
for driving under the influence of
intoxicanU
Cheryl J. Ilaailij was fined $267.50
for driving under the influence of
intoxicanU.
Dele K. Sexto, waa fined $47.60 for
pubhc laawaasataaa
Uaa A. Trainer was fined $287.50 for
driving under the Influence of
intoxicanU

Leaders advance
(Continued from Pag* 1)
There's a tremendous friendship
that's developed in the last two
years."
Krerner plane to loach high school
for a couple of years, than he says
be "may go into an administrative
position within the education struc
ture or go to law echool."
Dimood has set hia si tea on being
a legislative assistant "for a couple
of years" in Washington. "I bin the
fast lane there," he said. He said he
ultimately wants to attend law
echool too, but be wants to "make
sure I'm ready for it."
So after two long years, the
Kremer-Dimond legacy will soon
become history "We've run our leg
of tbe race." aaid Krerner. And it's
a lag that has carried the atudenta
of Eastern vary far.

By Bath
The refurbiehing cTalattox and
Old BunuunhalkwiU be completed
about tiw) middle of Jum. according
to Chad Middleton. director of the
Physical Plant.
Moat of the ronovation work, except pointing end carpeting, has
been cornpleted. Middleton aaid.
Mattox and the old wing of Burnam were cloned at the beginning of
the spring eemeetar whan it waa
determined that there ware 170 "noabowe" in wtwan a raaidanco halls
and 416 in man's.
A housing commiOeo recommended to university President Or.
J.C. PowaUUiatthedcemobecloaod
for refurbiahing and the 279
reaidonta of those dorma ha abeorbad into other lawidanra haUa.
The Board of Regents approved a
875,000 project in January for the
renovation and repair of the two
"We running pretty good so far
on the budget but it wil depend on
tha painting," aaid Middleton
He aaid bids for the painting con
tracts will be opened May 2.

Wheeling

Jimmy Daff of Richmond hat found an economical way to gat across campus with his moped. Daff and hit friend,
Tim Millar, also of Richmond, spent tha day dodging pedestrians
f

Dr. Powell asks Center Board
to study reorganization plan
University president Dr. J.C.
Powell has asked tha University
Center Board committee to reexamine its proposal for a now
constitution.
Tha proposed constitution is
daaignsd to give etqrxenta more
raaponaibtaty in Center Board activities. The proposal was eubmituxi
to Powell for raTtaaasaaaasasan to the
Board of Regents at its last
meeting. However. Powell asked
that the conxnittee rsexxeaider some
of the pointa first.

needs of Canter Board
Powell than requested four subjects be aramined:
•'That provisions be made to
limit the Executive Committee's
reeponaibilitiee and authority go
that it would not be able to replace
the Center Board in areas that were
not intended, such as. in budget and
personnel matters.
• That provisions be provided for
tha budgets of various areas, particularly performing arts and lecture. Powell said that this could
take tha form of a constitutional
Powell asked for better clarificapercentage budget division, or some
tion an what problems tha board
other form of protection;
faced that the now constitution
• That the new constitution show
would alleviate. Some of the
additional faculty-staff involvement, particularly ia certain com
.'The need for a broader based
mittee areas. Powell aaid while
student involvement.
faculty/staff input may not be neede'The time required for elected
ed or helpful in contemporary music,
student representatives whose there is greater need tor involveprimary dunes are elawwhsj a, and • ment in performing arts and lecture
i ■
►-The abiitiee and intereata of and;
elected etudant representatives that
•Center Board should provide a
do not always coincide with the I tuber justification for the change of

E

Moat of the work has been completed by the Pnysical Plant staff,
acccading to Mkidhtton.
However, he aaid the painting and
carpeting was bo contracted out.
In Mattox, Middleton aaid the
staff has replaced atairwall trade,
landing tile and moat of the hollow
core doors with aoud doors.
Ha also said the plastering and
patching, n addition to some roof
work, has bean completed.
In Burnam, tha patching and
plastering has bean consisted; the
electrical outlets hsve been changed; tha holow core doors wore
replaced and the carpet was ordered
for tha corridors, according to
Middleton.
Middleton aaid rerouting work
wae exxnraetad in the bathrooms of
both buildmga.

student to faculty/staff nxembership
ratio.
According to Dean of tbe College
of Arts and Humanitiea John Long,
'who is also trie.chairman of the
Center Board Committee, the committee has not yet acted upon any
| of the rjraridant's requeeta. but be
said it would probably take another
, week or to to "iron out the issues.''
Puaall inmratarl to tha committee
that if these cortsiderations ware
suceasfully undertaken, it would be
possible to then make a presents
tion to the Board of Regents at its
August meeting.

Due to a typographical error, a
ststarnant in the April 21 Progress
in the atory about the Vietnam era
class was uxorrectly attributed to
Student Sen, Dave Blackburn.

Heeleo said if the reposal makes
it to the reganU and tbe board approves it. a revised constitution
could be in effect for fall semester
1083.

Taw statement concerning tbe
conflicts in warhing the course and
the quaJificationa of an instructor
for the class waa made by Student
Sen. Brian Buech.

Correction

Central Liquor Store
your home away from home

j~Universit* Body Shop j 1 Have A Gkreat Summer!
Free On C imp us Estimates
Gall)369-5648

|
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Apra m

: BtoveaINagec4aMS.CbBinsSt.waa
arrested on a charge of driving under the
influence of intoxicants

Photo by Leigh M. Rosa
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Shop! and Save
Corner East Ifain and Collins
PM Mon. thru Sat.
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ree Pregnancy Testing-Pregnancy
Termination Services. 606-278-0331.

Voters: Elect George Herman
Kendall, Lieutenant Governor. Paid
By Candidate
Have eoenetaiag yon doa't waat to
take HOME? Wo might buy HI Call
ttMlett aftor MO pja.
CRUISE SHIP JOBS! Great in
. come potentisl, all occupations. For
information call: 602-837-3401 Ext.

*4n\
EARN S500OR MORE each echool
yeer Flexible hoars Monthly Pay
meat for placing poetera on campus
Bonus baaed oa results. Prizes
awareett — <miL 8OW2B0883.
IMMIGRATION CONSULTANT?
Dannly L. Owens is available to
practice Immigration & Nationality
lew, Suite 601. Legal Aria Building.
200- South Seventh Street.
Louisville. Kentucky 40202. (502)
585-3084.
SUMMER JOB8: STUDENTSTEACHER&PROFESSIONALS:
Worlds oWest and moot prestigious
company in the educational Held is
aiaamlng to sweat todays domand
fa* 'Quality Education" Summer
ealee jobe. Aril or part time. Liberal
beaefits, advaacemant oppor
tuaitiae poaaibU ia M days or less.
Each order earned $200.00 (groes).
Call Encycaipasdla Britannic, at

J4*M
(

ssible
Active
Aware

II s pretty lough to maintain the active university
lifestyle il you re too skinny and rundown due to poor
eating habits Super Wale On is a high caloric, energy
rich nutrition supplement ideal loi young adults on the
go Super Wale On can help you gam weight Maintain
your weight when you're under stress And give you
the added energy you may need 'Actual users report.
weight gams ot 5-10-15 pounds and more Let Super
Wate-0n s calories vitamins minerals and other nutn
tionai benelits work tor you too1

Special at BEGLEY DRUG SCORES
t can ol Supei Wate On P 510 Shake Mix 16 o;
($8 29 retail valuel-banded together with1 bottle ol Super Wate On Emulsion 16 o;
l$6 49 retail valuel
Combined leiail value

SU 78

Begley s Special Price
YOU SAVE 33Vi%

$9.85

mm i tarn?

BEGLEY'S£n
2 Convenient Richmond Locations
Richmond Plata Shopping Center
6U-sm
University Shopping Center
•13-7313

son
aMnnrJu^€k,mm^ Cares"
OPEN:

1

til 7:00 Mon.-Fri., 9:00 til 5:00 SafgOfl

for* by tbe candWate

r ■
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Letting go
The car waa packed. In 16
minutee,ahe would be on the road,
headed (or anew avanueof bar Ufa
She etocd in her room and looked
around at tha bar* stereo stand, the
bare tablee, the here wala, the bare
cloaat
Evary aacht since aha could
remember, aha had returned from
school to thiahouaa, to thla room.
She knew all of that waa over. She
waa moving on: to college, to

'

i

•

She gased in the mirror and many
flections laahad back at bar.
She aaw a acarad su-yasr-old with
tears in bar eyes, carrymg a lunch
box to one hand and a naw pencil
and notebook in the other, btting her
lip and saying goodbye to her Mom
and Dad before aba got on tha
•chool bus for the first time. '
She aaw a small, curly headed
tomboy with knocked knee, who
played baseball, baeketbeU and foot
ball with tha boys in the
neighborhood from the time she got
off the school bus in the afternoon
to tha time the sun went down.
She saw a spoiled mama's girl
who griped about trying on "sticky "
draaaaa aad Sunday shoes.
Beety third-grader
scribbling a cute boys initiala on a
fogged-up bus window, than erasing
them and giggling just before be
turned around.
Sha aaw a mischievous sixthgrader squirting toothpaste in her
friends' sleeping bags at slumber
partfoa.
Sha aaw a timid seventh-grader,
trying to adjust to being thrown
into a junior high with strangers
from four different elementary
Sha aaw a cocky eighth grader
who thought she was tough because
aha started on the high school girls

1

Sha aaw taahea of homecoming
dances, proms, football and basket
ball games and boisterous rides on
the pep bua.
IVaB aha blinked and saw a self
aha didn't want to aaa She aaw a
acarad and uncertain aelf - who
waan't ready to give up the security
of home, of family, of frtowda
Not ready to be an unknown
nobody on a college campus among
thousands of fan* aha \
Not reedy to-nve ma etofTw oVaw
room with a stranger.
Not ready to have to find her way
around, to make bar own decisions.
She thought of her friends who
wereaflgoaigofftodifisrentuniver
sities - tha friend* aha had dona
everything with day after day for
years. How often would aba aaa
them? Would they keep to touch?
She thought of bar parents, tha
two who bad always been just a
shout away: "Mom. what abould I
wear tomorrow?'' "Dad, will you fix
thia?" "Mom, doaa this look OK?"
"Dad, can I go?" "Mom, what do we
have to eat? I'm hungry." "Dad.
let'a go shopping. "
She desperately wanted to unpack
the ear. to put her dothee back to
the cloeet, her post*™ back on her
walla, to put everything back where
it waa and stay home.
She swallowed bard and looked
away from tha mirror, than took a
last took at bar room before aha
walked out.
Now, four years later, aba stands

to bar room again: the dorm room
ahe has Lived in for three years. She
knows that soon ,U closets, shelves
and tables will be bare, eave for the
cartons and boxes weitfcig to be carried out.
She knows that this Is still
another turning point in her Ule. and
a much mom important one than
that which she faced four years
before.
Sha knows that whan aha paaaaa
the mirror on bar way out of thia
room for the last time, ahe will see
quite a different aelf, a much more
complicated aeries of reflections,
seen with a much different
perspective.
She will sea the self that has been
strong, weak, selfish, compassionate, eesT-pitying. proud, confueed. sscure, helpless, happy.
She will see the atuff that "self"
is really made of.
Aad it is her aspwhmwa to tha
paat four years that haaa davetopad
thia aelf aad bar awareness and
It seems like yesterday that a
curly-haired six-year-old stood on
the street beside her house, holding
bar mother's hand, waiting for tha
bua to take her to her fket day of
It seems like yesterday that a
acarad tasnagai drove away from
home to a packed car, beaded for
what ahe waa convinced would be a
lonely, mlawahk four years.
It's hard to believe that thia aame
kid will soon be standing to a cap
and gown for the last time.
And aa ahe atands there, on the
day that wil close the most important years of her life ao far, ahe will
appreciate those who made it all
worthwhile and aba will grope for a
way to 11 pi aaa bar gratitude.
She will think of her parents, who
atuck with her through it all, who
were always there, who made it all
possible.
And ahe will think of the friend■fcip*. the many, many ft kaalsliipe
She knows aha couldn't have
made it without these friends theee friends who pulled bar up
when aba waa down, who put up
with bar when aha waa unbearable,
who were there to talk to when she
needed a good listener, who shared
good timee aha will never forget,
who tolerated her whan aha felt
aorry for herself, who put up "With
her tactless sarcasm and her warped
humor, who helped bar regain a
perspective when aha naadad to.
who shared langha and tears,
arrmnpHahments and frustrations.
8ba aaiai maaawd four j'laia ago
when she forced herself into this college experience that it would be
hard to tot it go.
But she is ready to at it go. and
she knows thst she'll never have to
let go what she has gamed in theee
four yeara: self-growth, self
understanding and a deeper appreciation for the things that really
matter to Ills - like true friends.

Spring Fling today
Tha Student Senate's Spring
Fling will be today from 10 s-m. to
6 p.m. in the Powell Building Plaza.
The evert waa originally scheduled April 14 but waa postponed
because of rain. •
There will be free ice cream and
live entertainment.

Clifi the coupons.

In the Lent issue
of Ok\ <Pu>axe±s.
Playing
This Week

QUADRA

(fampul (^'Hft,,Tj / 2

>
dip Irwo something more colorful

2909 Richmond Rd
Lakeview Plaza
Lexington. Ky
Phone 268 I4I4

Hothouse violets
byMolio
■

The Mush of violets
on the sulrry block bockground
of o flowmgly feminine
Molio design
in 100 %corton

OflS^vTY

10/

qarland's
•e^e* auwaaasjn

1:45-3:30-5:30.7:30-9:30-11:35

'

»

aiaiatat

Mon Special Prices all Night Long
Tues: HOT LEGS CONTEST'
7-9 25c Jars. 9 to close 50f Jars
Wed NIGHTIES and NONSENSE
FASHION SHOW
Thurs:LADIES NIGHT
Ladies get in free'
i 5 30 to 8 30 Special Entertainment
SLIPSTREAM"
Hot Hors d'oeuvres Daily
25c Fresh Oysters
on the Half Shell
BEST LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
IN LEXINGTON'

,
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EXECUTIVE PRODUCER: Steven R. Rosenberg
AD LAYOUT: Hugh Jameson
PHOTOGRAPHY ADVISOR: Keith Kleine

Promotional considerations by:
RICHMOND BANK. FORGET-ME-NOT FLOWERS. J.SUTTERS MILL. BLUEGRASS COCA-OOLA.WENDY'S. MR.
GATTI'S. WESTERN STEER. HALL'S ON THE RIVER.
NIKE. SASSAFRAS.C.&H. RAUCH. HAIRMASTERS
SALON.CREATIVE ARTS, and the COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY.
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